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1 About This Book 
This study guide aims to provide a fundamental to advanced approach into the 

exciting and challenging world of Structural Analysis. The focus will be on aspects of 

Linear Dynamic Analysis. As with our other eBooks we have deliberately kept the 

theoretical aspects as short as possible. 

The tool of choice used in this book is OptiStruct. Altair ® OptiStruct® is an industry 

proven, modern structural analysis solver for linear and nonlinear structural problems 

under static and dynamic loadings.  

OptiStruct is used by thousands of companies worldwide to analyze and optimize 

structures for their strength, durability and NVH (noise, vibration and harshness) 

characteristics. 

In this eBook, we will describe in some detail, how to perform a Modal analysis 

including: 

• Frequency Response Analysis 

• Random Response Analysis  

• Transient Response Analysis 

• Complex Eigen Value and Response Spectrum Analysis 

• Superelements and Advanced Linear Dynamic topics etc. 

 

Please note that a commercially released software is a living “thing” and so at every 

release (major or point release) new methods, new functions are added along with 

improvement to existing methods. This document is written using HyperWorks 2017, 

Any feedback helping to improve the quality of this book would be very much 

appreciated. 

 

Thank you very much. 

Dr. Matthias Goelke 

On behalf of the Altair University Team 
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Model Files 

The models referenced in this book can be downloaded using the link provided in the 

exercises, respectively. These model files are based on HyperWorks Student Edition 

2017.  

 

Software 

Obviously, to practice the “Dynamic Analysis Tutorial and Industry Example” you need 

to have access to HyperWorks Student Edition 2017. As a student, you are eligible to 

download and install the free Student Edition: 

 

https://altairuniversity.com/free-hyperworks-2017-student-edition 

Note: From the different software packages listed in the download area, you just need 

to download and install HyperWorks Student Edition 2017 Windows installer. 

 

Support 

In case you encounter issues (during installation 

and also on how to utilize OptiStruct) post your 

question in the moderated Support Forum 

https://forum.altairhyperworks.com 

It’s an active forum with several thousands of 

posts – moderated by Altair experts! 

 

Free eBooks 

In case you are interested in more details about the “things” happening in the 

background we recommend our free eBooks  

https://altairuniversity.com/free-hyperworks-2017-student-edition
https://forum.altairhyperworks.com/
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https://altairuniversity.com/free-ebooks-2 

 

Many different eLearning courses are available for free in the Learning & Certification 

Program 

For OptiStruct Dynamic, the prerequisite course is Structural Analysis: 

Learn Structural Analysis with Optistruct 

https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/view.php?id=71 

   

This course is to introduce basic Linear Static Analysis. 

Learn Linear Dynamics with OptiStruct 

https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/view.php?id=100 

  

https://altairuniversity.com/free-ebooks-2
https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/view.php?id=71
https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/view.php?id=100
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2 Theoretical Introduction 
A dynamic system can be described as a mathematical representation of a point that 

has time dependent position in space, this dependence can be described by a system 

of differential equations. These systems can be classified in four categories based on 

the average speed and the size of the model that we are interested in studying, as 

shown in the following image.  

 

In this chapter we will focus only on problems that are solved using the Classical 

mechanics approach.  

Classical mechanics (commonly confused with Newtonian mechanics, which is a 

subfield thereof) is used for describing the motion of macroscopic objects, from 

projectiles to parts of machinery, as well as astronomical objects, such as spacecraft, 

planets, stars, and galaxies. It produces very accurate results within these domains, 

and is one of the oldest and largest subjects in science and technology.  
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In physics, classical mechanics is one of the two major sub-fields of study in the 

science of mechanics, which is concerned with the set of physical laws governing and 

mathematically describing the motions of bodies and aggregates of bodies.    

The initial stage in the development of classical mechanics is often referred to as 

Newtonian mechanics, and is associated with the physical concepts employed by and 

the mathematical methods invented by Newton himself, in parallel with Leibniz, and 

others. More abstract and general methods include Lagrangian mechanics and 

Hamiltonian mechanics that can be used to describe the dynamic system behavior.   

For simplicity, when engineers are modeling real-world objects they assume they are 

like point particles, objects with negligible size. The motion of a point particle is 

characterized by a small number of parameters: its position, mass, and the forces 

applied to it.   

In reality, the kind of objects which classical mechanics can describe always has a non-

zero size. However, the results for point particles can be used to study such objects 

by treating them as composite objects, made up of a large number of interacting point 

particles.   

These systems that the classical mechanics studies can be classified into two different 

classes: Linear Dynamics & Nonlinear Dynamics  

 

2.1 Linear Dynamics 

Describes those systems in which forces increase linearly with parameters such as 

position and velocity.   

Perhaps the best known linear system is a mass oscillating on a spring, or the "simple 

harmonic oscillator."  In this situation, force on the mass increases linearly with 

displacement by a factor of "k," the spring constant.  
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A graph of the potential energy of this system is parabolic, since F(x) = - dU / dx.  A 

particle of mass m oscillating in the potential 1/2 well of this system will have an 

angular frequency of w = (k/m).    

 The system becomes more complex when damping or a driving force is added.   

Damping alone will cause the particle to sit down in the potential well or "attractor."  

When the system is forced, the system will oscillate at one frequency determined by 

the relative strengths of the forcing and damping.  If the forcing is too weak or too 

strong, the system may oscillate at the forcing frequency.  In this case, the free 

movement of the system is essentially drowned by the forcing and damping and the 

amplitude of oscillation is weak. At some frequency, however, the system will 

resonate where maximum oscillating amplitude occurs.  Again, in the linear system, 

this resonant frequency is unique and is determined by the forcing, damping, and 

natural frequencies of the system. In this driven and damped linear system, periodic 

inputs result in periodic outputs. If there is error in a measurement, this error will 

increase linearly as the system progresses.  

 

2.2 Nonlinear Dynamics 

Describes those non-linear systems where one or more "forcing elements" does not 

vary linearly with space parameters.  For example, if the spring coefficient in the 

spring system described before varied with displacement, then the spring force would 

vary with the square of displacement.    

Although linear systems make for pretty equations and an efficient summary of 

behavior, non-linear systems seem to pervade real natural systems. Friction forces, 

damping elements, resistive elements in circuits -- these and many other factors often 

vary in a nonlinear fashion.  As a result, the differential equations describing these 

systems involve very messy solutions that can only be solved numerically. Even if 

there were analytic solutions to these systems the behavior in some cases would be 

difficult or impossible to predict due to the exponential increase in error.  
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In this book we will learn how to solve the problems that are in the first category 

called Linear Dynamic System.    

 

2.3 Static Vs Dynamic System 

 

 

Image: courtesy of Nitin S. Gokhale (Practical FEA Book) 
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2.4 Types of Dynamic Analysis 
 

 

 

 

2.5 Damping 

 

Image: courtesy of Nitin S. Gokhale (Practical FEA Book) 

 

Any real structure will dissipate energy (in general from friction) and this can be 

modelled mathematically as a force synchronous with the velocity of the object but 
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opposite in direction to it. Thus, for a simple mechanical damper, the force F may be 

related to the velocity v by  

    𝐹 = −𝑐 ∕ 𝑣           

where c is the viscous damping coefficient, given in units of Ns/m 

 This relationship is perfectly analogous to electrical resistance.   

 This force is an (raw) approximation of the friction caused by drag.  

 

FBD – Free Body Diagram 

        

  

One degree of freedom Spring-Mass-Damper system  

Now including the damping effect on our spring-mass system, as shown in the figure 

above, we have a new term on our motion equation that includes this effect:  

     𝑚�̈� + 𝑐�̇� + 𝑘𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑡) 

The homogeneous form for this equation is:  

      𝑚�̈� + 𝑐�̇� + 𝑘𝑥 = 0   (Eq.1) 

If we divide all terms per m:  

m 

k c 
  

f c   f k   

f i   

f(t)   
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This is made to simplify the equation in terms of 2 new important terms:  

    ω0 =            

and   

      

Where: ω0→ Undamped natural frequency ζ→ Damping ratio  

Now the homogeneous equation can be rewritten in terms of these coefficients:  

                                            

We can solve this equation if we propose a general solution with this form:  

                                (Eq.2)     

where in general γ is a complex number, this will transform the differential equation 

in a second order polynomial equation.         

Then solving it we have:  

                                        

 

2.5.1 Damper Effects on System Behavior 

The behavior of the system depends on the relative values of the two fundamental 

parameters, the natural frequency ω0 and the damping ratio ζ. In particular, the 

qualitative behavior of the system depends crucially on whether the equation 2 has: 

• One real solution (Critical damping) ζ=1  

• Two real solutions (Over-damping) ζ>1  

• Two complex conjugate solutions. (Under-damping) ζ<1 

m 

k 
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The Under-damped system group is most important to our course, this is where 

almost all structural dynamic problems we have to solve belongs, and we will develop 

many procedures to determine the solution for it.   

For an under-damped system, the value of ζ can be found by examining the logarithm 

of the ratio of succeeding amplitudes of a system, this is a method known as 

Logarithmic Decrement.   

In OptiStruct it is possible to enter this directly with the damping ratio using the 

following syntax: Param, G, 0.06 where 0.06 is equal to 2ζ. It is easy to find some 

damper values in terms of the damping ratio in the literature, this is the reason 

OptiStruct provides the user this possibility, but it is highly recommended that the 

user gets this value right for his models, and test it before use on virtual models, a 

wrong damper value can underestimate the dynamic responses. For some guidance 

on this we list typical values below:  

The structural damping in general is typically 2%-10% depending on the type of 

construction: 

Bolted steel ~6% 

Reinforced concrete ~ 4%  

Welded steel ~ 2%  

These values should be used only for reference.  

 

2.5.2 Damper Alternative Models 

Viscous damping models, although widely used, are not the only damping models. A 

wide range of models can be found in specialized literature, we will show one more 

model called hysteretic damping model or structural damping model.  

When a metal beam is vibrating, the internal damping can be better described by a 

force proportional to the displacement but in phase with the velocity. In such a case, 

the differential equation that describes the free movement of a single-degree-of-

freedom system (1) becomes:  
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where h is the hysteretic damping coefficient and i denotes the imaginary unit; the 

presence of i is required to synchronize the damping force to the velocity (xi being in 

phase with the velocity). This equation is more often written as:  

      

where η is the hysteretic damping ratio, that is, the fraction of energy lost in each 

cycle of the vibration.  

Although it requires complex analysis to solve this equation, this model reproduces 

the real behavior of many vibrating structures more closely than the viscous model. 
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3 Normal Modes Analysis 
A modal analysis calculates the frequency modes or natural frequencies of a given 

system, but not necessarily its full-time history response to a given input. The natural 

frequency of a system is dependent only on the stiffness of the structure, and the 

mass which participates with the structure (including self-weight) and the boundary 

conditions.   

Consider the motion equation (1) defined in Chapter 2, where the damping and 

external forces are null, this leaves the equation in the reduced form known as the 

Free vibration equation:  

           

The solution for this equation can be evaluated if we propose a general harmonic 

solution with the form:  

             

Where:  

Φ → Mode shape or Eigenvector ω → Circular natural frequency  

The harmonic hypothesis helps in finding the solution of the equation, but it has a 

physical importance that we will discuss further, this solution shows that all DOFs of 

the structure when submitted to a free vibration will move in synchrony with each 

other.    

 If we substitute the equation 2 into 1 performing the differentiation on the first term:   

  

  

This is the equilibrium equation for a structure performing free vibration, which can 

be rewritten in terms of the eigenvalues λ =ω2:  
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Where:  

• K is the stiffness matrix of the structure   

• M is the mass matrix.    

• The solution of the eigenvalue problem yields n eigenvalues λ, where n is the 

number of degrees of freedom.    

• The vector Φ is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue λ.  

The eigenvalue problem in OptiStruct is solved using a matrix method called the 

Lanczos Method. This method is very efficient when not all eigenvalues are required 

that is the case for structural problems where only a small number of the lowest 

eigenvalues are normally important.   

* It requires that the mass matrix be positive semidefinite and the stiffness be 

symmetric.  

Natural Frequency (Eigenvalue)  

The natural frequency of a structure is the frequency value at which the structure 

naturally tends to vibrate if it is subjected to a pulse. For example, the strings of a 

guitar are made to vibrate at a specific frequency.  A system with N DOFs will have N 

natural frequencies.  

 The natural frequencies can be evaluated from solution of the Eigenvalues as shown 

below: 

 

Where:  

 
f
i → i-th natural frequency  

 ωi → i-th natural frequency in radians  
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Mode Shape (Eigenvector)  

It is the deformed shape that the structure will vibrate with when excited at a specific 

natural frequency, this is also called a normal mode or an Eigen vector. Each mode 

shape is associated with a specific natural frequency or Eigen value.  

The natural frequencies and normal modes of a structure can be function of the load 

and the damping present on the system, this kind of analysis is defined as Pre-stressed 

and damped modal analysis respectively, these analyses will be covered in advanced 

linear dynamics chapter of this book.  

 

3.1 Why Modal Analysis Is Important? 

In any kind of structural simulation, a modal analysis will help the Engineer to 

understand the global behavior of the system, doing a modal analysis first, it is 

possible to:  

• Identify the natural frequencies and modal shapes of the system.  

• Verify if there are rigid modes on the system, and the link between 

components.  

• Understand if the BCs applied to the system are correct.  

• With the strain energy density for example, the Engineer can determine 

where the part should be reworked to improve the performance.  

• It helps one predict the dynamic responses that this system will have, then all 

the other dynamic simulations should be done only after a Modal Analysis.  

It is useful to know the modal frequencies of a structure as it allows you to ensure 

that the frequency of any applied periodic loading will not coincide with a modal 

frequency and hence cause resonance, which could lead to large responses and 

consequently failure.  

To define the subsequent dynamic analyses (i.e., transient, frequency response, PSD, 

etc.) one needs Modal results. With a previous knowledge about the important modes 

the analyst can choose the appropriate time or frequency step to solve the problem.  
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If the analyst needs to work with a big model then the modal analysis results can be 

used to solve the FRF or Transient simulation, this is called a modal FRF or Modal 

Transient, where the equations are solved using a method called Modal 

superposition, this makes the dynamic solution much less expansive than the direct 

integration.  

A modal analysis plays a key role when the analyst needs to compare the dynamic 

analyses with physical testing, it helps to define the right equipment that have to be 

used and the right location for accelerometers and strain gages.  It also helps during 

the test to understand the test results and correlate the virtual model with the 

prototype.  

It is possible sometimes only with a modal analysis to find out if a design change will 

improve the dynamic performance of the system. In summary the modal analysis is 

used to determine the normal modes and normal shapes, but it helps to understand 

the whole system and helps to understand all other dynamic analysis. 

All output quantities for a modal analysis are based on the relative displacements of 

a mode shape, and then the output quantities can be compared for a certain mode, 

but not necessarily between different modes.   

 

3.2 OptiStruct Modal Analysis Algorithm  

In OptiStruct, normal modes analysis can be performed using one of two algorithms: 

Lanczos or the automated multi-level sub structuring eigenvalue solution (AMSES). 

The eigenvalue extraction data for Lanczos is specified on the EIGRL data and for the 

automated multi-level sub-structuring eigenvalue solution method, the EIGRA data is 

used (EIGRL and EIGRA are explained further below). 

In addition, OptiStruct has an interface to the AMLS software developed at the 

University of Texas. AMLS uses the automated multi-level sub-structuring method for 

eigenvalue extraction. The use of AMLS is triggered by using the PARAM AMLS set to 

YES in input data in conjunction with the EIGRL card (only). 
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The Lanczos Method 

The Lanczos method has the advantage that the eigenvalues and associated mode 

shapes are calculated exactly. This method is efficient for calculations in which the 

number of modes is small and the full shape of each mode is required. The 

disadvantage of the Lanczos method is that it is slow for large problems with millions 

of degrees of freedom for which hundreds of modes are required. The run times for 

these types of problems can easily stretch into days. In these cases, the AMSES or 

AMLS method must be used. 

The Automated Multi-Level Sub-Structuring Eigenvalue Solution Method (AMSES) 

The AMSES method has the advantage that only a portion of the eigenvector needs 

to be calculated. Since only a portion of the eigenvector is calculated, the disk space 

and disk I/O is greatly reduced. This leads to much shorter run times. For typical NVH 

frequency response analysis there is only about 100 degrees of freedom of interest. 

In these cases, solutions of thousands of modes for meshes of millions of degrees of 

freedom can be solved in just a few hours. The disadvantage of the AMSES method is 

that the calculations are not exact. However, the modal frequencies are still accurate 

to a few digits. Also, for NVH analysis it is important that the mode shapes form a 

modal space that covers all possible deformation patterns, but not so important that 

each individual mode shape is accurate. 
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3.3 What Is the Significance of Mode Shape? 

This part includes material from the book “Practical Finite Element Analysis”. 

 

Output from natural frequency analysis is natural frequency magnitude and mode 

shape. Suppose first mode is bending as shown in the figure and the corresponding 

natural frequency is 30 Hz. Magnitude 30 Hz means time period is 1/30 i.e. 0.033 sec 

and mode shape indicates the natural shape of vibrations corresponding to given 

frequency. What could be concluded from a specific mode shape is, say for example 

the current situation is that if external excitation (alternating load) is applied at 30 Hz, 

along y-axis (bending direction), resonance will occur. But if the excitation direction is 

along horizontal axis (x-axis or z-axis) then it will not produce resonance.  

   

3.4 How to Avoid Resonance? 

This part includes material from the book “Practical Finite Element Analysis”. 

To avoid resonance either external excitation frequency should be changed or natural 

frequency of the component should be changed. Generally, we don’t have any control 

on external excitation frequency and hence the practical approach is to alter the 

natural frequency.  

Natural frequency depends on mass (inversely proportional) and stiffness (directly 

proportional).  

In practice natural frequency is altered by changing the stiffness rather than mass.  
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How to change stiffness of a part:  

a) Change the support (boundary conditions) 

Example: Plate dimensions: 500 x 500 x 5 mm, material = steel  

Download Model files 

 

 

 ω1 Hz ω2 Hz ω3 Hz ω4 Hz ω5 Hz 

One side fix 17 41 104 131 150 

Two sides fix  111 130 207 310 334 

Three sides fix  119 193 318 367 390 

All sides fix  177 363 363 519 660 

Practical application: housings supporting the shaft (e.g. clutch housing or gear box) 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/1_Change-Boundary-condition.zip
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Additional support to the shaft (by adding one more bearing) increases the stiffness 

and results in higher natural frequency.  

b) Add ribs /stiffener, change thickness, use stiffer material etc.   

When changing the boundary conditions is not possible, other alternatives like adding 

ribs, increasing thickness or to use stiffer material (higher ‘E’) could be tried out. 

Addition of ribs is a relatively less costly option and usually preferred.  

We will continue the example of plate as discussed above. This time boundary 

conditions will be same (clamped at two side edges) and effect of various ribbing 

patterns will be studied. Rib dimensions: height = 25, thickness = 5 mm   

 Download Model Files 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/2_Add-Ribs.zip
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 ω1 Hz ω2 Hz ω3 Hz ω4 Hz ω5 Hz 

Original 111 130 207 310 334 

Vertical 99 119 258 275 526 

Horizontal 186 198 390 392 397 

Diagonal 188 217 373 474 483 

Plus 264 342 560 641 680 

 

Above type of ribbing patterns are observed on side walls of gear box, clutch housing, 

crankcase cover etc. These ribs are provided not from a strengthening (stress) point 
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of view but for changing the natural frequency (and as a result reduction of noise and 

better dynamic response).  

 

3.5 How to Decide Position and Pattern of Ribs? 

This part includes material from the book “Practical Finite Element Analysis”. 

One has to first carefully study which mode is causing the trouble i.e. resonance. It 

could be 1st, 2nd or Nth i.e. any one (depending on excitation frequency) and what is 

the corresponding mode shape. Accordingly, ribbing pattern could be decided. Say for 

example excitation frequency is 1000 Hz. And the object`s 8th mode is around 1000 

and causing trouble then it’s the 8th mode frequency that should be tackled.  
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3.6 Tutorial: Normal Modal Analysis  

This tutorial demonstrates how to import an existing FE model, apply boundary 

conditions, and perform a normal modal analysis on a thick square plate. Post-

processing of analysis is done using HyperView to view Natural Frequency and mode 

shape. 

The unit system maintained in the model is N m kg 

 

Open the normal_modes.hm  file  

Step 1: Create the Material 

The imported model has four component collectors with no materials. A material 

collector needs to be created and assigned to the shell component collectors. The 

rigid elements do not need to be assigned a material. 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Material from the 

context menu. 

               A default material displays in   the Entity Editor. 

2. For Name, enter steel. 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/normal_modes.zip
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3. Leave the Card Image set to the default value of MAT1. 

4. Enter the material values next to the corresponding fields. 

a. For E (Young's Modulus), enter 200000000000 N/m2 

b. For NU, (Poisson's Ratio), enter 0.3 

c. For RHO (Mass Density), enter 8000 Kg/m3 

A material density is required for the normal modes solution sequence. 

A new material, steel, has been created. The material uses OptiStruct's linear isotropic 

material model, MAT1. 

 

Step 2: Creating the Properties                                                                    

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Property from the 

context menu. 

              A default property displays in the Entity Editor. 

2. For Name, enter PSHELL. 

3. For Card Image select PSHELL, as the component is made of shell elements 

4. For thickness enter value of T = 0.05 

5. Also select the material as Steel. 
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Step 3: Assign the material and property 

Assign the material and property to plate component. This can be done by a right click 

on the component and select Assign. From the pop-up menu select the PSHELL 

property. 

 

Step 4:  Applying Loads and Boundary Conditions 

The model is to be constrained using SPCs. The constraints are organized into the load 

collector 'constraints'. 

To perform a Normal Modes Analysis, a real eigenvalue extraction (EIGRL) card needs 

to be referenced in the subcase. The real eigenvalue extraction card is defined 

in HyperMesh as a load collector with an EIGRL card image. This load collector should 

not contain any other loads. 
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Creating EIGRL Card 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector from the 

context menu. 

              A default load collector displays in the Entity Editor. 

2. For Name, enter EIGRL. 

3. For Card Image, select EIGRL. 

                

4. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

5. For ND, enter 10. 
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Constraints are already created in the model. For further iterations constraints can be 

made by making an Empty Load collector and assigning constraints to the nodes from 

the Analysis Page > Constraints. 

Step 5: Creating a Load Step 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Step from the 

context menu. 

               A default load step displays in the Entity Editor. 

2. For Name, enter Normal Modes. 

3. Set Analysis type to Normal modes. 

4. Define SPC. 

a. For SPC, click Unspecified > Loadcol. 

b. In the Select Loadcol dialog, select constraints and click OK. 

5. Define METHOD(STRUCT). 

a. For METHOD(STRUCT), click Unspecified > Loadcol. 

b. In the Select Loadcol dialog, select EIGRL and click OK. 

An OptiStruct subcase has been created which references the constraints in the load 

collector constraints and the real eigenvalue extraction data in the load 

collector EIGRL. 

  

Step 6: Run the analysis. 
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Step 7: Review the results in HyperView  
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4 Frequency Response Analysis 
Frequency response analysis is used to calculate the response of a structure under a 

harmonic excitation. Typical applications are noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) 

analysis of vehicles, rotating machinery, and transmissions. The analysis computes the 

transient response of the structure in a static frequency domain where the loading is 

sinusoidal. A simple case is a load that has amplitude at a specified frequency. The 

response occurs at the same frequency, and damping would lead to a phase shift, see 

the following image. 

 

Excitation and response of a frequency response analysis 

 

The loads can be applied as forces or enforced motions (displacements, velocities, and 

accelerations). They are dependent on the excitation frequency (ω). All the loads are 

applied on the frequency where the response is evaluated. (Harmonic loads) The 

results/responses from a FRF analysis are displacements, velocities, accelerations, 

forces, stresses, and strains. 
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The responses are usually complex numbers that are either given as magnitude and 

phase angle or as real and imaginary part. 

In OptiStruct the direct and modal frequency (Modal Superposition) solutions are 

implemented:  

The direct method solves the coupled equation of motion in terms of the excitation 

frequency.  

The modal method uses the mode shape of the structure to uncouple the equations 

of motion and the solution for a particular excitation frequency is obtained by 

summation of individual modal responses or modal superposition. 

 

4.1 Direct Frequency Response Analysis 

Direct frequency response analysis can be used to compute the structural responses 

directly at discrete excitation frequencies Ω by solving a set of complex matrix 

equations. 

The basic equation of motion set to be solved is 

 

𝑀ü + 𝐶�̇� + 𝐾𝑢 = 𝑓𝑒𝑖Ω𝑡 

Where,  

M    Is the mass matrix 

C     Is the damping matrix 

K     Is the stiffness matrix 

U     Is the displacement vector 

f      Is the load vector 

Ω    Is the angular frequency at which loading is applied 
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The applied harmonic excitation can be assumed to generate a harmonic response. 

The displacement vector can be written as shown below 

𝑢 =  𝑑𝑒𝑖Ωt 

Substituting the assumed harmonic displacement response into the first equation and 

rewriting the damping matrix CC 

[𝐾 −  Ω2𝑀 + 𝑖𝐺𝐾 + 𝑖𝐶𝐺𝐸 + 𝑖Ω𝐶1] 𝑑𝑒𝑖Ωt = 𝑓𝑒𝑖Ωt 

There are several ways to define damping in the system. 

1. Using a uniform structural damping coefficient G. 

2. Structural element damping is defined using the damping coefficient, GE on 

the material entries, as well as GE on bushing and spring element property 

definitions. These form the matrix CGE. 

3. Viscous damping is generated by damper elements. These form the matrix C1. 

The equation of motion is solved directly using complex algebra. 

The Loads and Boundary Conditions are defined in the Bulk Data Entry section of the 

input deck. They need to be referenced in the subcase information section using 

an SPC and DLOAD statement in a SUBCASE. 

OptiStruct does not support inertia relief for direct frequency response analysis. The 

solver will error out if it is attempted. 

A frequency set must be referenced using a FREQUENCY statement. 

In addition to the various damping elements and material damping, uniform structural 

damping G can be applied using PARAM, G. 

 

4.1.1 How to Define Direct Frequency Response Analysis 

1. Define the SPC load collector and apply constraints.  

2. Define the Unit load: 

• DAREA for Load (Force) 

• SPCD for Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration 
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3. Define the dynamic load vs. Frequency table F(f): 

• TABLED1, TABLED2, TABLED3, TABLED4   

4. Define the frequency list or set of frequencies to be used in the solution: 

• FREQ, FREQ1, FREQ2  

5. Define the Harmonic load  

• RLOAD1, RLOAD2 

6. Define the FRF load step  

7. Define the responses from the FRF iterations  

• DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION, STRESS 

 

4.1.2 Tutorial: Direct Frequency Response Analysis 

This tutorial demonstrates how to import an existing FE model, apply boundary 

conditions, and perform a direct frequency response analysis on a flat plate. The flat 

plate is subjected to a pressure excitation using the direct method. Post-processing of 

analysis is done using HyperGraph to view peak displacement. 

The unit system maintained in the model is N m kg 

Open the direct_frf_plate.hm file  

Step 1: Review Boundary Conditions 

The model is to be constrained using SPCs. The constraints are organized into the load 

collectors. Also, the pressure forces are predefined in the model file. 

Different SPC load collectors were made and then finally linked under one load 

collector SPC_add 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/direct_frf_plate.zip
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Model with SPC add and Pressure 

Step 2: Creating a Frequency Range Table 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector.  

2. For Name, enter tabled1. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select TABLED1 from the drop-down menu. 

5. For TABLED1_NUM, input a value of 2 and press Enter. 

6. Click the Table icon  below TABLED1_NUM and enter x(1) = 0.0, y(1) = 1.0, 

x(2) = 4.16 and y(2) = 1.0 in the pop-out window. 

7. Click Close. 

 

 

 

Step 3: Creating a Frequency Dependent Dynamic Load 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter rload2. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, and select RLOAD2 from the drop-down list. 

5. For EXCITEID, click Unspecified > Loadcol. 
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6. In the Select Loadcol dialog, select pressure from the list of load collectors 

and click OK to complete the selection. 

7. Similarly select the tabled1 load collector for the TB field. 

The type of excitation can be an applied load (force or moment), an enforced 

displacement, velocity or acceleration. The field Type in the RLOAD2 card image 

defines the type of load. The type is set to applied load by default. 

 

Step 4: Creating a Set of Frequencies 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter freqi. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select FREQi from the drop-down menu. 

5. Check the FREQ2 option and enter 1 in the NUMBER_OF_FREQ2 field. 

6. Click  and enter F1= 0.1, F2 = 15.0, NF = 900, in the pop-out window. 

7. Click Close. 

 

Step 5: Creating a Load Step 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Step. 
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A default load step template is now displayed in the Entity Editor below 

the Model Browser. 

2. For Name, enter freq_direct 

3. For Analysis type, select Freq.resp (direct) from the drop-down menu. 

4. For SPC, select Unspecified > Loadcol 

5. For SPC, select SPC_add from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

6. For DLOAD, select rload2 from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

7. For FREQ, select freqi from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

 

Step 6: Creating a Set of Outputs   

1. Click Setup > Create > Control Cards to open the Control Cards panel. 

2. Select GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUEST and check the box next to 

DISPLACEMENT and select FORMAT as H3D and OPTION as ALL. 

3. Also check the box next to STRESS select FORMAT as H3D, location as 

CORNER and OPTION as YES. 

4. Click return to exit the GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUEST menu. 

5. Select the PARAM card. 

6. Check the box next to ALPHA1. 

7. Enter a value of 0.299. 

8. Check the box next to ALPHA2. 
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9. Enter a value of 0.001339. 

10. Click return twice to exit the Control Cards menu. 

 

Step 7: Run the analysis. 

Step 8: Plot the peak displacement for the direct frf analysis using HyperGraph 

1. When the analysis has completed, click the HyperView button on the 

OptiStruct panel to launch a new window with a HyperView client.  

2. Use the client selector drop-down to select the HyperGraph 2D client.  

3. Select complex plot instead of XY plot in the list. 

4. Using the Open Data File button, navigate to and load the Direct FRF.h3d file. 
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4.2 Modal Frequency Response Analysis 

The modal method first performs a normal modes analysis to obtain the 

eigenvalues λi and the corresponding eigenvectors A of the system 

The response can be expressed as a scalar product of the eigenvectors A and the 

modal responses, d. 

𝑢 = 𝐴 𝑑𝑒𝑖𝛺𝑡 

The equation of motion without damping is then transformed into modal coordinates 

using the eigenvectors. 

[−Ω𝐴𝑇𝑀𝐴 + 𝐴𝑇𝐾𝐴 ] 𝑑𝑒𝑖Ω𝑡 =  𝐴𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑖Ω𝑡 

The modal mass matrix ATMA and the modal stiffness matrix ATKA are diagonal. If the 

eigenvectors are normalized with respect to the mass matrix, the modal mass matrix 

is the unity matrix and the modal stiffness matrix is a diagonal matrix holding the 

eigenvalues of the system. This way, the system equation is reduced to a set of 

uncoupled equations for the components of d that can be solved easily. 

The inclusion of damping, as discussed in the direct method, yields: 

[ 𝐴𝑇𝐾𝐴 − Ω𝐴𝑇𝑀𝐴 + 𝑖𝐺𝐴𝑇𝐾𝐴 + 𝑖𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐺𝐸𝐴 + 𝑖Ω𝐴𝑇𝐶1𝐴 ] 𝑑𝑒𝑖Ω𝑡  =  𝑋𝑇𝐹𝐸𝑖Ω𝑇 

Here, the matrices ATCGEA and XTB1X are generally non-diagonal. Then the coupled 

problem is similar to the system solved in the direct method, however of much lesser 

degrees of freedom. It is solved using the direct method. 

The evaluation of the equation of motion is much faster if the equations can be kept 

decoupled. This can be achieved if the damping is applied to each mode separately. 

This is done through a damping table TABDMP1 that lists damping values gi versus 

natural frequency 𝑓𝑖
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞

 . If this approach is used, no structural element or viscous 

damping should be defined. 

The decoupled equation is: 

[ −Ω2𝑚𝑖 + 𝑖Ω𝑐𝑖 +  𝑘𝑖 ]𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑖Ω𝑡 =  𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑖Ω𝑡 
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Where, 𝜁𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖 2𝑚𝑖𝜔𝑖⁄  is the modal damping ratio, and 𝜔𝑖
2 is the modal eigenvalue. 

Three types of modal damping values 𝑔𝑖 (𝑓𝑖
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞

) can be defined: G - Structural 

damping, CRIT - Critical damping, and Q - Quality factor. They are related through the 

following three equations at resonance: 

𝜁𝑖 =  𝑐𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑟⁄ =  𝑔𝑖 2⁄  

𝑐𝑐𝑟 =  2𝑚𝑖𝜔𝑖 

𝑄𝑖 =  1 2𝜁𝑖⁄ =  1 𝑔𝑖⁄  

Modal damping is entered in to the complex stiffness matrix as structural damping 

if PARAM, KDAMP, -1 is used. Then the uncoupled equation becomes: 

[ −Ω2𝑚𝑖 + (1 + 𝑖𝑔(Ω)) 𝑘𝑖 ] 𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑖Ω𝑡= 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑖Ω𝑡 

A METHOD statement is required for the modal method to control the normal modes 

analysis. The METHOD statement can refer to either EIGRL or EIGRA Bulk Data Entry. 

 

4.2.1 How to Define a Modal Frequency Response Analysis  

1. Define the SPC load collector and apply constraints.  

2. Define the Unit load: 

• DAREA for Load (Force) 

• SPCD for Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration. 

3. Define the EIGRL LoadCollector with the modes to be used to represent the 

structure.  

4. Define the dynamic load vs. Frequency table F(f): 

• TABLED1, TABLED2, TABLED3, TABLED4   

5. Define the frequency list or set of frequencies to be used in the solution: 

• FREQ, FREQ1, FREQ2 and FREQ3, FREQ4, FREQ5 
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6. Define the Harmonic load  

• RLOAD1, RLOAD2 

7. Define the FRF load step  

8. Define the responses from the FRF iterations  

• DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION, STRESS    

 

4.2.2 Tutorial: Modal Frequency Response Analysis  

This tutorial demonstrates how to import an existing FE model, apply boundary 

conditions, and perform a modal frequency response analysis on a flat plate. The flat 

plate is subjected to a pressure excitation using the direct method. Post-processing of 

analysis is done using HyperGraph to view peak displacement. 

The unit system maintained in the model is N m kg 

Open the modal_frf_plate.hm file  

 

Model with SPC add and Pressure 

Follow the procedure from Step1- Step3 mentioned in 4.1.2 tutorial. 

Step 4: Creating a Set of Frequencies 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter freqi. 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/modal_frf_plate.zip
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3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select FREQi from the drop-down menu. 

5. Check the FREQ3 option and enter 1 in the NUMBER_OF_FREQ3 field. 

6. Click  and enter F1= 0.1, F2 = 15.0, NEF = 900, Type = Linear & Cluster = 

1.0 in the pop-out window. 

7. Click Close. 

 

Step 5: Creating the Modal Method for Eigenvalue Analysis 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter eigrl. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select EIGRL. 

5. Click ND and enter a value 16.0 

6. Select MASS as NORM  

Step 6: Creating a TABDMP1 Load Collector 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter tabdmp1. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select TABDMP1 from the drop-down list. 

5. For TABDMP1_NUM, enter a value of 2 and press Enter. 

6. Click  below TABDMP1_NUM and enter the values in the pop-out window, 

as shown in the figure below. 

7. Populate the frequency and damping values for frequencies 0 and 60 Hz and 

damping to be 0.02, as shown below. This provides a table of damping values 

for the frequency range of interest. 

8. Click Close to return to the Entity Editor. 

9. For TYPE, switch to CRIT. 
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Step 7: Creating a Load Step 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Step. 

A default load step template is now displayed in the Entity Editor below 

the Model Browser. 

2. For Name, enter freq_direct 

3. For Analysis type, select Freq.resp (modal) from the drop-down menu. 

4. For SPC, select Unspecified > Loadcol 

5. For SPC, select SPC_add from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

6. For DLOAD, select rload2 from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

7. For FREQ, select freqi from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

8. For METHOD(STRUCT), select eigrl from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

9. For SDAMPING (STRUCT), select tabdmp1 from the Select Loadcol pop-out 

window. 

 

Step 8: Creating a Set of Outputs 

1. Click Setup > Create > Control Cards to open the Control Cards panel. 

2. Select GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUEST and check the box next to 

DISPLACEMENT and select FORMAT as H3D and OPTION as ALL. 
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3. Also check the box next to STRESS select FORMAT as H3D, Type as ALL, 

location as CORNER and OPTION as YES. 

4. Click return to exit the GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUEST menu. 

5. Select the GLOBAL_CASE_CONTROL card. 

6. Check the box next to METHOD_STRUCT. 

7. Select the EIGRL load collector here. 

8. Click return twice to exit the Control Cards menu. 

Step 9: Run the analysis in OptiStruct  

Step 10: Plot the peak displacement for the modal frf analysis using HyperGraph 

1. When the analysis has completed, click the HyperView button on the 

OptiStruct panel to launch a new window with a HyperView client.  

2. Use the client selector drop-down to select the HyperGraph 2D client.  

3. Select complex plot instead of XY plot in the list. 

4. Using the Open Data File button, navigate to and load the Modal FRF.h3d file. 
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4.3 Card Image Used for Defining Frequency List 

and Harmonic Load  

 

FREQ1 

Defines a set of frequencies to be used in the solution of frequency response problems 

by specification of a starting frequency, frequency increment, and the number of 

increments desired. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

FREQ1 SID F1 DF NDF      

Where: 

SID Set identification number 

F1 First frequency in set 

DF Frequency increment 

NDF Number of frequency increments 

 

FREQ2 

Defines a set of frequencies to be used in the solution of frequency response problems 

by specification of a starting frequency, final frequency, and the number of 

logarithmic increments desired. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

FREQ2 SID F1 F2 NF      

Where: 

SID Set identification number 

F1 First frequency in set 

F2 Last frequency in set 

NF Number of logarithmic intervals 
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FREQ3 

Defines a set of frequencies for the modal method of frequency response analysis by 

specifying the number of frequencies between modal frequencies. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

FREQ3 SID F1 F2 TYPE NEF CLUSTER    

Where: 

SID Set identification number 

F1 First frequency in set 

F2 Last Frequency in set 

TYPE Specifies linear or logarithmic interpolation between frequencies 

NEF Number of excitation frequencies within each sub range 

CLUSTER Specifies cluster of the excitation frequency near the ends point of 

the range 

FREQ3 applies only to the modal method of frequency response analysis. 

FREQ4 

Defines a set of frequencies for the modal method of frequency response analysis by 

specifying the amount of "spread" around each modal frequency and the number of 

equally spaced frequencies within the spread. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

FREQ4 SID F1 F2 FSPD NFM     

Where: 

SID Set identification number 

F1 Lower bound frequency (cycles per time) 

F2 Upper bound frequency (cycles per time) 

FSPD Frequency spread +/- the fractional amount specified for each mode 

which occurs in the frequency range F1 to F2 

NFM Number of evenly spaced frequencies per” spread” mode 

FREQ4 applies only to the modal method of frequency response analysis. 
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FREQ5  

Defines a set of frequencies for the modal method of frequency response analysis by 

specification of a frequency range and fractions of the natural frequencies within that 

range. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

FREQ5 SID F1 F2 FR1 FR2 FR3 FR4 FR5  

 FR6 FR7 … … …     

Where: 

SID Set identification number 

F1 Lower bound frequency (cycles per time) 

F2 Upper bound frequency (cycles per time) 

FRi Fractions of the natural frequencies in the range F1 and F2 

FREQ5 applies only to the modal method frequency response analysis. 

RLOAD1 

This card defines a frequency-dependent dynamic load. RLOAD1 (Form 1) can be used 

when the frequency-dependent dynamic load input is available in real/imaginary 

number format. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

RLOAD1 SID EXCITED DELAY DPHASE TC TD TYPE   

Where: 

SID Set identification number 

EXCITED Identification number of the DAREA, SPCD, FORCEx, MOMENTx, 

PLOADx, RFORCE, ACCEL, ACCEL1, ACCEL2 or GRAV entry set that 

defines A. 

DELAY Defines time delay τ 

 DPHASE Defines phase θ 

TC Set identification number of the table entry that gives C(Ω) 

TD Set identification number of the table entry that gives D(Ω) 
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TYPE Identifies the type of dynamic excitation 

For Frequency Response analysis, the RLOAD1 links the unit load to the frequency 

tables. The form of the load given by RLOAD1 is: 𝑓(𝛺) = 𝐴 [𝐶(Ω) +

𝑖𝐷(Ω)] 𝑒𝑖(θ−2πΩτ) 

 

RLOAD2 

This card defines a frequency-dependent dynamic load. RLOAD2 (Form 2) can be used 

when the frequency-dependent dynamic load input is available in magnitude/phase 

number format. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

RLOAD2 SID EXCITED DELAY DPHASE TB TP TYPE   

Where: 

SID Set identification number 

EXCITED Identification number of the DAREA, SPCD, FORCEx, MOMENTx, 

PLOADx, RFORCE, ACCEL, ACCEL1, ACCEL2 or GRAV entry set that 

defines A. 

DELAY Defines time delay τ 

DPHASE Defines phase θ 

TC Set identification number of the table entry that gives B(Ω) 

TD Set identification number of the table entry that gives () in degrees 

TYPE Identifies the type of dynamic excitation 

For Frequency Response analysis, the RLOAD2 links the unit load to the frequency 

tables. The form of the load given by RLOAD1 is: 𝑓(𝛺) = 𝐴 ∗ 𝐵(Ω) 𝑒𝑖(φΩ+θ−2πΩτ) 
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5 Random Response Analysis 
Random Response Analysis requires as input, the complex frequency responses from 

Frequency Response Analysis and Power Spectral Density Functions of the non-

deterministic Excitation Source(s). The Complex Frequency Responses can be 

generated by Direct or Modal Frequency Response Analysis. 

Different Load Cases (a and b) 

If Hxa(f) and Hxb(f) are the complex frequency responses (displacement, velocity or 

acceleration) of the xth degree of freedom, due to Frequency Response Analysis load 

cases aa and bb respectively, the power spectral density of the response of 

the xth degree of freedom, Sxo( f ), is as follows 

𝑆𝑥𝑜(𝑓) =  𝐻𝑥𝑎(𝑓)𝑆𝑎𝑏(𝑓)𝐻𝑥𝑏(𝑓) 

Where, Sab(f) is the cross power spectral density of two (different, a ≠ b) sources, 

where the individual source aa is the excited load case and bb is the applied load case. 

This value can possibly be a complex number. 

Same Load Case (a) 

If Sa(f) is the spectral density of the individual source (load case a), the power spectral 

density of the response of xth degree of freedom due to the load case aa will be: 

𝑆𝑥𝑜(𝑓) = |𝐻𝑥𝑎(𝑓)|2𝑆𝑎(𝑓) 

Combination of Different (a, b) and Same (a,a) Load Cases in a Single Random 

Response Analysis 

If there is a combination of load cases for Random Response Analysis, the total power 

spectral density of the response will be the summation of the power spectral density 

of responses due to all individual (same) load cases as well as all across (different) 

load cases. 
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Auto-correlation Function 

Consider a time-varying quantity, y. The auto-correlation function Ay(τ) of a time-

dependent function y(t) can be defined by the following equation: 

𝐴𝑦(𝜏) = 𝑙𝑖𝑚
𝑇→∞

∫ 𝑦(𝑡)𝑦(𝑡 + 𝜏) 𝑑𝑡

+𝑇∕2

−𝑇∕2

 

Where, τ is the time lag for Auto-correlation. 

The variance σ2(y) of the time-dependent function y(t) is equal to Ay(0). The 

variance σ2(y) can be expressed as a function of power spectral density Sy(f), as 

follows: 

𝐴𝑦(0) = 𝜎2𝑦 = ∫ 𝑆𝑦(𝑓) 𝑑𝑓

∞

−∞

 

The root mean square value ( yRMS ) of the time-dependent quantity y(t) can also be 

written by the following equation: 

𝑦𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √𝑦(𝑡)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 2 + 𝜎2(𝑦) 

If the mean ( 𝑦(𝑡)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  ) of the function is equal to 0, then the RMS value is the square 

root of the variance. Since the variance is also equal to Ay(0) , the RMS value can be 

written as: 

𝑦𝑅𝑚𝑆 = √ ∫ 𝑆𝑦(𝑓) 𝑑𝑓

∞

−∞

 

RMS of the Response Power Spectral Densities for degree of freedom "x" 

The RMS values at each excitation frequency is defined as the cumulative sum of the 

area under the Power Spectral Density function up to the specified frequency. Based 

on the equation for yRMS obtained in the previous section, the RMS value of a response 
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for a particular degree of freedom x is calculated in the range of excitation 

frequencies, [0, fn ] as follows: 

(𝑆𝑥(𝑓))
𝑅𝑀𝑆

= √2 ∫ 𝑆𝑥(𝑓) 𝑑𝑓

𝑓𝑛

0

 

In HyperView, the RMS values are displayed for a Random Response Analysis in a 

drop-down menu with excitation frequencies. Each selection within this menu 

displays the sum of cumulative RMS values for the particular response at all previous 

excitation frequencies (which is the area under the response curve up to the loading 

frequency of interest. The RMS over frequencies option can be selected to obtain the 

RMS value of the response in the entire frequency range. 

 

Auto-correlation Function Output for degree of freedom "x" 

The RANDT1 Bulk Data Entry can be used to specify the lag time ( τ ) used in the 

calculation of the Auto-correlation function for each response for a particular degree 

of freedom, x. 

The auto-correlation function and the power spectral density are Fourier transforms 

of each other. Therefore, the auto-correlation function of a response Sx(f) can be 

described as follows: 
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𝐴𝑥(𝜏) = 2 ∫ 𝑆𝑥(𝑓) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖2𝜋𝑓) 𝑑𝑓

𝑓𝑛

0

 

The Auto-correlation Function is calculated for each time lag value in the 

specified RANDT1 set over the entire frequency range [0, fn ]. 

Number of Positive Zero Crossing 

Random non-deterministic excitation loading on a structure can lead to fatigue 

failure. The number of fatigue cycles of random vibration is evaluated by multiplying 

the vibration duration and another parameter called maximum number of positive 

zero crossing. The maximum number of positive zero crossing is calculated as shown 

in the following equation: 

𝑃𝐶 = (
∫ 𝑓2𝑆𝑥(𝑓) ⅆ𝑓

𝑓𝑛

0

∫ 𝑆𝑥(𝑓) ⅆ𝑓
𝑓𝑛

0

)

0⋅5

 

If XYPLOT, XYPEAK or XYPUNCH, output requests are used, the root mean square 

value and the maximum number of positive crossing calculated at each excitation 

frequency will be exported to the *. peak file. 
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5.1 Card Image Used for Defining Power Spectral 

Density as A Tabular Function 

 

TABRND1 

Defines power spectral density as a tabular function of frequency for use in random 

analysis. Referenced on the RANDPS entry. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TABRND1 ID XAXIS YAXIS FLAT      

 F1 G1 F2 G2 F3 G3 F4 G4  

Where 

ID Table Identification Number 

XAXIS Specifies a linear or logarithmic interpolation of the X-Axis 

YAXIS Specifies a linear or logarithmic interpolation of the Y-Axis 

FLAT Specifies the handling method for y values outside the specified range 

of x-values in the table. 

=0 If an x-value input is outside the range of x-values specified on the 

table, the corresponding y-value look up is performed using linear 

extrapolation from the two start or two end points. 

=1 if an x-value input is outside the range of x-values specified on the 

table, the corresponding y-value is equal to the start or end point, 

respectively 

Fi Frequency value in cycle per unit time, must be in ascending or 

descending order but not both 

Gi Power Spectral Density 
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RANDPS 

Defines load set power spectral density factors for use in random analysis having the 

frequency dependent form  𝑆𝑗𝐾(𝐹) = (𝑋 + 𝑖𝑌) 𝐺(𝐹) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

RANDPS SID J K X Y TID    

Where 

SID Random analysis set identification number 

J Subcase Identification number of excited load set 

K Subcase identification number of applied load set 

X, Y Components of Complex Number 

TID A TABRNDi entry identification number which defines G(F) 

 

RANDT1 

Defines time lag constants for use in random analysis autocorrelation function 

computation. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

RANDT1 SID N T0 TMAX      

Where 

SID Random analysis set identification number 

N Number of time lag intervals 

T0 Starting time lag 

TMAX Maximum time lag 
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5.2 Tutorial: Random Response Analysis 

This tutorial demonstrates how to import an existing FE model, apply boundary 

conditions, and perform a random frequency response analysis on a flat plate. 

OptiStruct is used to investigate the Peak Displacement in z-direction and extreme 

fiber bending stress at undamped Natural Frequency (at the center of the plate) 

The z-rotation and x, y translations are fixed for all the nodes, z translation is fixed 

along all four edges, x-rotation is fixed along the edge x=0 and x=10 and y-rotation is 

fixed along the edge y=0 and y=10. A steady state random forcing with uniform power 

spectral density (of force) PSD= (106 N/m2)2/Hz is induced in the z-direction. For 

direct solution, Rayleigh damping factor α1=5.772 and α2=6.929×10-5 are given.  

Material properties 

Young’s Modulus = 200 × 109 N/m2  

Poisson’s Ratio = 0.3  

Density = 8000 kg/m3 

The unit system maintained in the model is N m kg 

Open the plate with psd.hm file 

 

Model with SPC add and Pressure 

Some of the loadcollectors are predefined in order to reduce steps defined in direct 

frequency response analysis.Review predefined loadstep for direct frequency 

response . 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Plate-with-psd.zip
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Note: 

Random response analysis is a transfer function of Frequency response.Hence it is 

must to have Frequency response setup before Random response analysis. 

Step 1: Create Load Collectors RANDPS and TABRND1 

1. In the Model browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter tabrnd1. 

3. For Card Image, select TABRND1 from the drop-down menu. 

4. For TABRND1_NUM, enter a value of 2 and press ENTER. 

5. Input the parameters, as shown in the following image. 

 

6. Click close. 

7. Create another load collector named randps. 

8. For Card Image, select RANDPS. 

9. RANDPS entries need to be defined. Input the values, as shown in the 

following image. The TABRND1 load collector is selected for the TID(i) column 

entry. 

 

Step 2: Add the RANDOM subcase information entry and output request. 

The RANDOM subcase information entry needs to be added to the frequency analysis 

model and the output commands for RMS and PSD results will be added as well. 

Since Direct frequency response analysis loadstep is predefined, we will create 

loadstep for Random response analysis. 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Step. 
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2. For Name, enter direct_random 

3. For Analysis type, select random from the drop-down menu 

4. Check the box for RANDOM, select RANDPS card & click on create. 

5. Click on edit and set the analysis type to RANDOM and check box to OUTPUT. 

6. Check the box next to DISPLACEMENT and select FORMAT as H3D, RANDOM 

as PSDF and OPTION as ALL. 

7. Also check the box next to STRESS select FORMAT as OUTPUT2, location as 

CORNER, RANDOM as PSDF and OPTION as YES. 

Step 3: Run the analysis. 

Step 4: Plot the peak displacement in z direction for the direct random response 

analysis using HyperGraph 
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6 Transient Response Analysis 
A general definition of transient response or natural response is the response of a 

system to a change from equilibrium. It can be understood as the portion of the 

response that varies with the time, the opposite of steady-state response. In CAE 

Transient Dynamic Analysis is a procedure used to determine the time-dependent 

dynamic response of a structure under the action of any general loads. 

OptiStruct transient analyses is used to determine time-varying responses like 

displacements, velocities, accelerations, strains, stresses, forces, etc. in a structure 

caused by a load. This type of analysis is used when the dynamic effects like 

resonance, damper and inertia play an important role when compared with the 

strength forces. 

The transient response analysis computes the structural responses solving the 

following equation of motion with initial conditions in matrix form 

𝑀�̈� + 𝐵�̇� + 𝑘𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑡) 

𝑢(𝑡 = 0) = 𝑢0 

�̇�(𝑡 = 0) = �̇�0 

�̈�[𝑡 = 0] = �̈�0 

Where, 

f (t) : Time dependent load 

M : Global mass matrix 

B : Global damper matrix 

K : Global stiffness matrix. 

𝑢, �̇�, �̈� : Time dependent Displacement, Velocity, Acceleration 

𝑢0, �̇�0, �̈�0 : Initial conditions. 

 

The matrix K is the global stiffness matrix, the matrix M the mass matrix, and the 

matrix B is the damping matrix formed by the damping elements. The initial conditions 

are part of the problem formulation and are applicable for the direct transient 

response only. The equation of motion is integrated over time using the Newmark 

beta method. A time step and an end time need to be defined. 
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OptiStruct supports two types of Transient Response Analysis: 

1. Direct Transient Response Analysis 

2. Modal Transient Response Analysis 

 

6.1 Direct Transient Response Analysis 

The equation of motion is solved directly using the Newmark Beta method. 

The use of complex coefficients for damping is not allowed in transient response 

analysis. Therefore, structural damping is included using equivalent viscous damping. 

The damping matrix C is composed of several contributions as follows: 

𝐶 = 𝐶1 +
𝐺

𝜔3
𝑘 +

1

𝜔4
𝐶𝐺𝐸 

Where, C1 is the matrix of the viscous damper elements, plus the external damping 

matrices input through the DMIG Bulk Data Entry; G is the overall structural damping 

(PARAM, G); ω3 is the frequency of interest for the conversion of the overall 

structural damping into equivalent viscous damping (PARAM, W3); ω4 is the 

frequency of interest for the conversion of the element structural damping into 

equivalent viscous damping (PARAM, W4); and CGE is the contribution from structural 

element damping coefficients GE . 

 

 

 

6.1.1 How to Define Direct Transient Analysis  

1. Define the SPC load collector and apply constraints.  

2. Define the Force/Imposed Movement: 
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• DAREA for Load (Force) 

• SPCD for Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration. 

3. Define the dynamic load vs. Time table F(t): 

• TABLED1, TABLED2, TABLED3, TABLED4   

4. Define the time step list to be used in the solution: 

• TSTEP 

5. Define the time-dependent load   

• TLOAD1, TLOAD2 

6. Define the TRANSIENT load step  

7. Define the responses from the transient iterations  

• DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION, STRESS    

 

6.1.2 Tutorial: Direct Transient Response Analysis 

This tutorial demonstrates how to import an existing FE model, apply boundary 

conditions, and perform a direct transient dynamic analysis on a simply supported 

beam. The beam is subjected to a pressure excitation using the direct method. Post-

processing of analysis done using HyperGraph to view peak displacement. 

The unit system maintained in the model is N m kg 

Open the direct_transient_beam.hm file. 

 

Step 1: Review Boundary Conditions 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/direct_transient_beam.zip
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The model is to be constrained using SPCs. The constraints are organized into the load 

collectors. 

Step 2: Creating a TABLED1 Load Collector 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter tabled1. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select TABLED1 from the drop-down menu. 

5. For TABLED1_NUM, enter a value of 2 and press Enter. 

6. Click the Table icon  below TABLED1_NUM and enter the values in the 

pop-out window, as shown in the figure below. 

 

Step 3: Creating a DAREA card load collector 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter darea. 

3. For Card Image, select NONE. 

4. Go to Analysis page and open the Constraints panel 

5. Click nodes. 

Select the below shown nodes 

 

6. Uncheck all degrees of freedom (dof), except dof2 by clicking the box next to 

each, indicating that dof2 is the only active degree of freedom. 

7. For dof2, enter a value of 1e+06. 

8. For load types=, select DAREA. 

9. Click create. 
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This creates a force of 1 e+06 units applied to the selected nodes in the 

positive y direction. 

 

Step 4: Creating a TLOAD1 Load Collector 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter tload1. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select TLOAD1 from the drop-down list. 

5. For EXCITEID, click Unspecified > Loadcol. 

6. In the Select Loadcol dialog, select darea from the list of load collectors 

(created in the last section to define the forces on the top surface of the 

bracket). 

7. Click OK to complete the selection. 

8. Similarly select the tabled1 load collector for the TID field (to define the time 

history of the loading). 

The type of excitation can be an applied load (force or moment), an enforced 

displacement, velocity, or acceleration. The field [TYPE] in the TLOAD1 card 

image defines the type of load. The type is set to applied load by default. 

                

Step 5: Creating a TSTEP Load Collector 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select. 

2. For Name, enter tstep. 
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3. For Card Image, select TSTEP from the drop-down menu. 

4. For TSTEP_NUM, enter 1 and press Enter. 

5. For N, enter the number of time steps as 20000. 

6. For DT, enter the time increment of 0.0001. 

7. The total time applied to the load is: 20000 x 0.0001 = 2 seconds. This is the 

time step at which output is requested. NO has a default value of 1.0. 

8. Click Close 

                

Step 6: Creating a Load Step 

Use the Load Step Entity Editor in this step. Define the loadstep to contain the load 

collectors constraints and modal. 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Step. 

A default load step template is now displayed in the Entity Editor below 

the Model Browser. 

2. For Name, enter direct_transient. 

3. For Analysis type, 

select Transient(direct) from the drop-

down menu. 

4. For SPC, select Unspecified > Loadcol 

5. Select SPC from the Select Loadcol pop-

out window. 

6. For DLoad, click Unspecified > Loadcol 

7. Select tload1 from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

8. For TSTEP (TIME), click Unspecified > Loadcol 

9. Select tstep from the Select Loadcol pop-out window. 

Step 7: Creating Damping Parameters 
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1. Click Setup > Create > Control Cards to 

enter the Control Cards panel. 

2. Click next to see more cards. 

3. Click PARAM to define parameter 

cards 

4. Scroll down to activate ALPHA1, click on VALUE, and enter 5.36. 

This parameter specifies the uniform structural damping coefficient for the 

direct transient dynamic analysis. 

5. Scroll down to activate ALPHA2, click on VALUE, enter 7.46e-005. 

This parameter is used in transient analysis to Rayleigh damping to viscous 

damping for structural mesh 

6. Click return. 

Step 8: Creating Output Requests 

1. Click GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUESTS and select DISPLACEMENT keep 

FORMAT(1) empty. 

2. For FORM(1), select BOTH. 

3. For OPTION(1), select ALL.   

Step 9: Run the analysis in OptiStruct  

Step 10: Plot the Y-displacement responses of nodes 11 for transient subcase in 

HyperWorks using the HyperGraph 2D client  
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6.2 Modal Transient Analysis 

In the modal method, a normal modes analysis to obtain the eigenvalues 𝜆𝑖 = 𝜔𝑖
2 and 

the corresponding eigenvectors A=Ai of the system is performed first. 

The state vector u can be expressed as a scalar product of the eigenvectors A and the 

modal responses v 

𝑢 = 𝐴𝑣 

The equation of motion without damping is then transformed into modal coordinates 

using the eigenvectors 

𝐴𝑇𝑀𝐴�̈� + 𝐴𝑇𝑘𝐴𝑣 = 𝐴𝑇𝑓 

The modal mass matrix ATMA and the modal stiffness matrix ATKA are diagonal. This 

way the system equation is reduced to a set of uncoupled equations for the 

components of v that can be solved easily. 

The inclusion of damping yields 

𝐴𝑇𝑀𝐴�̈� + 𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐴�̇�  + 𝐴𝑇𝑘𝐴𝑣 = 𝐴𝑇𝑓 

Here, the matrices ATCA are generally non-diagonal. Then coupled problem is similar 

to the system solved in the direct method, but of a much lesser degree of freedom. 

The solution of the reduced equation of motion is performed using the Newmark Beta 

method. 

The decoupling of the equations can be maintained if the damping is applied to each 

mode separately. This is done through a damping table TABDMP1 that lists damping 

values gi versus natural frequency fi. 

The decoupled equation is 

𝑚𝑖�̈�𝑖(𝑡) + 𝐶𝑖�̇�𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑘𝑖𝑣𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑖(𝑡) 

or 

�̈�𝑖(𝑡) + 2𝜁𝑖𝜔𝑖�̇�𝑖(𝑡) + 𝜔𝑖
2𝑣𝑖(𝑡) =

1

𝑚𝑖
𝑓𝑖(𝑡) 
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Where, 𝜁 = 𝑐𝑖 ∕ (2𝑚𝑖𝜔𝑖) is the modal damping ratio, and ω2iωi2 is the modal 

eigenvalue. 

Three types of modal damping values 𝑔𝑖(𝑓𝑖) can be defined: G - Structural 

damping, CRIT - Critical damping, and Q - Quality factor. They are related through the 

following three equations at resonance 

𝐺 = 𝜁𝑖 =
𝑐𝑖

𝑐𝑐𝑟
=

𝑔𝑖

2
 

𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑇 = 𝑐𝑐𝑟 = 2𝑚𝑖𝜔𝑖 

𝑄 = 𝑄𝑖 =
1

2𝜁𝑖
=

1

𝑔𝑖
 

The modal mass and Stiffness matrices are diagonal, if they are normalized with the 

mass matrix. This way, the system equation is reduced to a set of uncoupled equations 

that can be solved easily. The system becomes coupled again if we include the damper 

terms.  

The evaluation of the equation of motion is much faster if the equations can be kept 

decoupled. This can be achieved if the damping is applied to each mode separately. 

This is done through a table TABDMP1 that lists damping values gi versus natural 

frequency fi. 

 

6.2.1 How to Define Modal Transient Analysis 

1. Define the SPC load collector and apply constraints.  

2. Define the Force/Imposed Movement: 

• DAREA for Load (Force) 

• SPCD for Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration. 

3. Define the EIGRL LoadCollector with the modes to be used to represent the 

structure.  

4. Define the dynamic load vs. Time table F(t): 
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• TABLED1, TABLED2, TABLED3, TABLED4   

5. Define the time step list to be used in the solution: 

• TSTEP 

6. Define the time-dependent load   

• TLOAD1, TLOAD2 

7. Define the TRANSIENT load step  

8. Define the responses from the transient iterations  

• DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION, STRESS    

 

6.2.2 Tutorial: Modal Transient Analysis 

This tutorial demonstrates how to import an existing FE model, apply boundary 

conditions, and perform a modal transient dynamic analysis on a simply supported 

beam. The beam is subjected to a pressure excitation using the direct method. Post-

processing of analysis is done using HyperGraph to view peak displacement. 

The unit system maintained in the model is N m kg 

Open the modal_transient_beam.hm file. 

 

Follow the procedure from Step1- Step5 mentioned in 6.1.2 tutorial with updated 

tabled1 entry. Use the tabled1 entry as listed below. 

 

Step 6: Creating the Modal Method for Eigenvalue Analysis 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/modal_transient_beam.zip
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1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter eigrl. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select EIGRL. 

5. Click ND and enter a value 16.0 

6. Select MASS as NORM  

Step 7: Creating a TABDMP1 Load Collector 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Collector. 

2. For Name, enter tabdmp1. 

3. Click Color and select a color from the color palette. 

4. For Card Image, select TABDMP1 from the drop-down list. 

5. For TABDMP1_NUM, enter a value of 2 and press Enter. 

6. Click  below TABDMP1_NUM and enter the values in the pop-out window, 

as shown in the figure below. 

7. Populate the frequency and damping values for frequencies 0 and 60 Hz and 

damping to be 0.02, as shown below. This provides a table of damping values 

for the frequency range of interest. 

8. Click Close to return to the Entity Editor. 

9. For TYPE, switch to CRIT. 

Step 8: Creating a Load Step 

1. In the Model Browser, right-click and select Create > Load Step from the 

context menu.  

A default load step displays in the 

Entity Editor. 

2. For Name, enter transient.  

3. Set Analysis type type to Transient 

(modal).  

4. For SPC, select spc.  

5. For DLOAD, select tload1.  

6. For TSTEP(TIME), select tstep.  
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7. For METHOD (STRUCT), select the load collector eigrl.  

8. For SDAMPING (STRUCT), select the load collector tabdmp1.  

A subcase is created that specifies the loads, boundary conditions, and damping for 

modal transient dynamic analysis. 

Step 9: Creating Output Requests 

1. Click Setup > Create > Control Cards to open the Control Cards panel. 

2. Select GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUEST and check the box next to 

DISPLACEMENT and select FORMAT as H3D and OPTION as ALL. 

3. Also check the box next to STRESS select FORMAT as H3D, Type as ALL, 

location as CORNER and OPTION as YES. 

4. Click return to exit the GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUEST menu. 

5. Create checkbox for FORMAT and set the option as H3D. 

Step 10: Run the analysis in OptiStruct  

Step 11: Plot the Y-displacement responses of nodes 11 for transient subcase in 

HyperWorks using the HyperGraph 2D client  
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6.3 Card Image Used for Time Step and Time 

Dependent Dynamic Load 

 

TSTEP  

The TSTEP card defines time step parameters for control and intervals at which a 

solution will be generated and output to be given in transient analysis   

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TSTEP SID N1 DT1 N01 W3, 1 W4, 1    

  N2 DT2 N02 W3, 2 W4,2     

  Etc        

 TMTD TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 Alpha Beta   

 MREF TOL TN1 TN2      

Where: 

SID Set Identification Number 

N# Number of time steps of value DT# 

DT# Time increment 

N0# Skip factor for output – every N0i-th step will be saved for output 

W3, # The frequency of interest (rad/unit time) for converting overall structure 

damping to viscous damping 

W4, # The frequency of interest (rad/unit time) for converting elemental 

structure damping to viscous damping 

 

TLOAD1 

The TLOAD1 card defines a time-dependent dynamic load or enforced motion 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TLOAD1 SID EXCITED  DELAY TYPE TID     

Where: 
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SID Set Identification Number 

EXCITED Identification number of the DAREA, SPCD, FORCEx, MOMENTx, 

PLOADx, RFORCE, QVOL, QBDY1, 

ACCEL, ACCEL1, ACCEL2, or GRAV entry set that defines {A} 

DELAY Defines time delay τ 

TYPE Defines the type of the dynamic excitation 

TID TABLEDi entry identification number that gives F(t) 

 

TLOAD2 

The TLOAD2 card defines a time-dependent dynamic load or enforced motion 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TLOAD1 SID EXCITED  DELAY TYPE T1 T2 F P  

 C B        

Where: 

SID Set Identification Number 

EXCITED Identification number of the DAREA, SPCD, FORCEx, MOMENTx, 

PLOADx, RFORCE, QVOL, QBDY1, 

ACCEL, ACCEL1, ACCEL2, or GRAV entry set that defines {A} 

DELAY Defines time delay τ 

TYPE Defines the type of the dynamic excitation 

T1, T2 Time Constraints 

F Frequency in cycles per unit time 

P Phase angle in degrees 

C Exponential Coefficient 

B Growth Coefficient 

The time-dependent dynamic excitation or enforced motion is of the form: 

𝑓(𝑡) = 0   𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑡 < ( 𝑇1 + τ) 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 > ( 𝑇2 + τ) 

𝑓(𝑡) = 𝐴�̃�𝐵𝑒𝐶�̃� 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑓̅�̃� + 𝜑) for (𝑇1 + τ ) 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 > ( 𝑇2 + τ) 
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7 Complex Eigenvalue Analysis 
Real eigenvalue analysis is used to compute the normal modes of a structure. Complex 

eigenvalue analysis computes the complex modes of the structure. 

The complex modes contain the imaginary part, which represents the cyclic 

frequency, and the real part which represents the damping of the mode. 

If the real part is negative, then the mode is said to be stable. If the real part is positive, 

then the mode is unstable. Complex eigenvalue analysis is usually used to determine 

the stability of a structure when unsymmetrical matrices are presented due to special 

physical behaviour. It is also used to determine the modes of a damped structure. 

The complex eigenvalue analysis is formulated in the following manner. 

(𝜆2𝑀 + 𝜆𝐶 + ((1 + 𝑖𝑔)𝐾 + 𝑖𝐶𝐺𝐸 + 𝛼𝐾𝑓)) 𝐴 = 0 

Where, 

K Stiffness matrix of the structure 

M Mass matrix 

CGE Element structural damping matrix 

C Viscous damping matrix 

g Global structural damping coefficient 

Kf Extra stiffness matrix defined by direct matrix input 

Αf Coefficient of extra stiffness matrix 

The solution of the complex eigenvalue problem yields complex eigenvalue, 

 𝜆 = 𝛼 + 𝑖𝛽 , and complex mode shape, A. Complex modes with positive real parts 

are considered unstable modes. Unstable modes are often generated in pairs. 

The circular frequency, ω is then calculated through the relationship 

𝜔 =
𝛽

2𝜋
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The damping coefficient is also computed from 

𝐶 = −
2𝛼

|𝛽|
 

This corresponds to the real part of a complex eigenvalue; modes with negative 

damping coefficients have positive real parts and are unstable modes. 

The extraction of complex modes directly from the above formulation is usually quite 

computationally expensive, especially if the problem size is not small. Instead, a modal 

method is used to solve the complex eigenvalue problem.  

First, the real modes are calculated via a normal modes analysis. Then, a complex 

eigenvalue problem is formed on the projected subspace spanned by the real modes 

and thus much smaller than the real space. Finally, the complex modes extraction of 

the reduced problem follows the well-known Hessenberg reduction method. 

In order to run a complex eigenvalue analysis, both the EIGRL and EIGC Bulk Data 

Entries need to be given. They define the number of the real modes and the number 

of complex modes to be extracted, respectively. The EIGRL card has to be referenced 

by a METHOD statement in a SUBCASE definition. The EIGC card is referenced by 

a CMETHOD statement in the same SUBCASE definition. 

Usage 

The complex eigenvalue solution usually involves an unsymmetrical matrix which 

represents the source of the physical instability (like friction). The following 

applications are currently available with complex eigenvalue analysis: 

Brake Squeal Analysis 

To capture this instability, a nonlinear quasi-static analysis (small displacement) 

subcase should be setup and the model state can be carried over to the modal 

complex eigenvalue analysis subcase using STATSUB(BRAKE). If STATSUB(BRAKE) is 

present, then OptiStruct transfers the various parameters associated with the model 

state (stress, geometric stiffness, friction, and so on) at the end of the referenced 

NLSTAT subcase and performs the modal complex eigenvalue analysis. This workflow 

is typical in brake squeal analysis applications. 
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Brake Squeal with External Friction Matrix 

In some cases, instead of using STATSUB(BRAKE) you may choose to import an 

external matrix to represent the friction state of the model prior to a Modal Complex 

Eigenvalue solution. The external matrix should be provided as a DMIG Bulk Data 

Entry, and then referenced by a K2PP statement in the SUBCASE definition. You can 

define a specific coefficient for the external matrix by PARAM, FRIC. Otherwise, the 

default value of the coefficient is 1.0. 

Rotor Dynamics 

Complex eigenvalue analysis is also utilized to model the gyroscopic effect of rotating 

systems via rotor dynamics. 
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7.1 Card Image Used to Perform Complex 

Eigenvalue Analysis. 

 

EIGC 

Defines data required to perform complex eigenvalue analysis 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

EIGC SID  NORM G C  ND0   

 APLHAAJ OMEGAAJ     ND1   

Where: 

SID Unique set identification number 

NORM Indicates the option for normalizing vector 

G Grid or scalar point identification number 

C Component number 

ND0 Desired number of roots and eigenvectors to be extracted. Required 

if there is no continuation, and it must be empty if there is 

continuation 

ND1 Desired number of roots and eigenvectors to be extracted 

ALPHAAJ Real part of the shift point 

OMEGAAJ Imaginary part of shift point 
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8 Response Spectrum Analysis 
Response Spectrum Analysis (RSA) is a technique used to estimate the maximum 

response of a structure for a transient event. Maximum displacement, stresses, 

and/or forces may be determined in this manner. The technique combines response 

spectra for a prescribed dynamic loading with results of a normal modes analysis. The 

time-history of the responses is not available. 

Response spectra describe the maximum response versus natural frequency of a 1-

DOF system for a prescribed dynamic loading. They are employed to calculate the 

maximum modal response for each structural mode. These modal maxima may then 

be combined using various methods, such as the Absolute Sum (ABS) method or the 

Complete Quadratic Combination (CQC) method, to obtain an estimate of the peak 

structural response.  

RSA is a simple and computationally inexpensive method to provide an approximation 

of peak response, compared to conventional transient analysis. The major 

computational effort is to obtain a sufficient number of normal modes in order to 

represent the entire frequency range of input excitation and resulting response. 

Response spectra are usually provided by design specifications; given these, peak 

responses under various dynamic excitations can be quickly calculated. Therefore, it 

is widely used as a design tool in areas such as seismic analysis of buildings. 

Governing Equations 

Normal Modes Analysis 

The equilibrium equation for a structure performing free vibration appears as the 

eigenvalue problem: 

(𝑘 − 𝜆𝑀)𝐴 = 0 

Where, K is the stiffness matrix of the structure and M is the mass matrix. Damping is 

neglected. The solution of the eigenvalue problem yields n eigenvalues λi, where n is 

the number of degrees of freedom. The vector A is the eigenvector corresponding to 

the eigenvalue. 
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The eigenvalue problem is solved using the Lanczos or the AMSES method. Not all 

eigenvalues are required and only a small number of the lowest eigenvalues are 

normally calculated. The results of eigenvalue analysis are the fundamentals of 

response spectrum analysis. 

Response spectrum analysis can be performed together with normal modes analysis 

in a single run, or eigenvalue analysis with Lanczos solver can be performed first to 

save eigenvalues and eigenvectors by using EIGVSAVE, which can be retrieved later 

by using EIGVRETRIEVE for response spectrum analysis. 

Modal Combination 

It is assumed each individual mode behaves like a single degree-of-freedom system. 

The transient response at a degree of freedom is: 

𝑢𝑘 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑘𝜓𝑖𝑋
𝑖

 

Where, A is the eigenvector, ψ is modal participation factor, and χ is the response 

spectrum. 

For loading due to base acceleration, the modal participation factor can be expressed 

as:       𝜓𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖
𝑇𝑀𝑇 

Where, A is the eigenvector, M is the mass matrix, and T is rigid body motion due to 

excitation. 

In ABS modal combination, the peak response is estimated by: 

𝑢𝑘 = ∑|𝐴𝑖𝑘||𝜓𝑖𝑋|

𝑖

 

In CQC modal combination, the peak response is estimated by: 

𝑢𝑘 = √∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑚𝜌𝑚𝑛
𝜈𝑛

𝑛𝑚
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Where, vm is the modal response associated with mode m, and ρmn is the cross-modal 

coefficient. 

The cross modal coefficient ρmn between modes m and n is calculated as: 

𝜌𝑚𝑛 =
8√𝜉𝑚𝜉𝑛(𝜉𝑚 + 𝑟𝑛𝑚𝜉𝑛)𝑟𝑛𝑚

1.5

(1 −  𝑟𝑛𝑚
2 )2 + 4𝜉

𝑚
𝜉

𝑛
𝑟𝑛𝑚(1 +  𝑟𝑛𝑚

2 ) + 4(𝜉
𝑚

2
+ 𝜉

𝑛

2
)𝑟𝑛𝑚

2  
 

Where, 

𝑟𝑛𝑚 =
𝜆𝑛

𝜆𝑚
  is the ratio of eigenvalues of the modes 

𝜉𝑚   𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝜉𝑛  are the modal damping values of the two modes 

In SRSS modal combination, the peak response is estimated by. 

𝑢𝑘 = √∑(𝐴�̇�𝑘𝜓𝑖𝑋)
2

𝑖

 

The SRSS method is less conservative than ABS method. It is more accurate when the 

modes are well separated. 

The NRL method combines ABS and SRSS methods. It adds the maximum modal 

response by ABS method and the rest of the modes by SRSS method. The peak 

response is estimated by: 

𝑢𝑘 = |𝐴𝑖𝑘||𝜓𝑖𝑋|  +√∑(𝐴�̇�𝑘𝜓𝑖𝑋)
2

𝑖

 

Directional Combination 

In order to estimate peak response due to dynamic excitations in different directions, 

the peak response in each direction must be combined to obtain total peak response. 

Methods such as ALG (algebraic) and SRSS (square root of sum of squares) can be 

used. 
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8.1 Card Image Used for Response Spectrum 

Analysis 

 

DTI, SPECSEL card 

Correlates spectra lines specified on TABLED1 entries with damping values. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

DTI SPECSEL ID  TYPE TID1 DAMP1 TID2 DAMP2  

 TID3 DAMP3        

Where 

ID DTI, SPECSEL identification number 

TYPE Type of spectrum can either Acceleration (A), Displacement (D), or 

Velocity (V) 

TID# A TABLED1 entry identification number that defines a line of 

spectrum 

DAMP# Damping value assigned to TID# 

RSPEC card 

Specifies directional combination method, modal combination method, excitation 

direction(s), response spectra and scale factors. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

RSPEC RID DCOMB MCOMB CLOSE      

 DTISPEC1 SCALE1 X11 X12 X13     

 DTISPEC2 SCALE2 X21 X22 X23     

 DTISPEC3 SCALE3 X31 X32 X33     

Where 

RID RSPEC identification number must be unique 

DCOMB Method for directional combination 
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ALG for Algebraic 

SRSS for Square root of sum of squares 

MCOMB Method for modal combination 

ABS Absolute Sum 

SRSS Square root of sum of squares 

CQC Complete Quadratic Combination 

NRL   Navy Research Laboratory’s SRSS 

CLOSE Modal frequency closeness parameter 

DTISPECi Response Spectrum Reference. A DTI, SPEC identification number 

SCALEi Scale factor for excitation 

Xij Components of a vector representing ground excitation 
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9 Common Card Image Used in 

Dynamic Analysis 

This section provides quick look to commonly used card images for dynamic analysis. 

EIGRL, DAREA, SPCD, TABLED1, TABLED2, TABLED3, TABLED4 & TABDMP1 

 

EIGRL 

Defines data required to perform real eigenvalue analysis (vibration or buckling) with 

the Lanczos Method. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

EIGRL SID V1 V2 ND MSGLVL MAXSET SHFSCL NORM  

Where 

SID Identification number of single-point constraint set 

V1 Lower bound of eigenvalue extraction 

V2 Upper bound of eigenvalue extraction 

ND Number of roots desired for extraction 

MSGLVL Diagnostic Level (Default = 0) 

MAXSET Number of vectors in block or set (Default = 8) 

SHFSCL For Vibration Analysis estimate the frequency of the first flexible 

mode 

NORM Method used for eigenvector normalization 

 

DAREA 

The DAREA card defines scale (area) factor for dynamic loads. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

DAREA SID P1 C1 A1 P2 C2 A2   

Where: 
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SID Unique set identification number 

P1 Lower bound of eigenvalue extraction 

C1 Component number. Component numbers refer to the displacement 

coordinate system 

A1 Scale Area Factor 

For Frequency Response Analysis, the DAREA card represents a force excitation unit 

loading of node. 

 

SPCD 

The SPCD card defines an enforced displacement, velocity or acceleration. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

SPCD SID G C D G C D   

Where: 

SID Unique set identification number 

G Grid or scalar point identification number 

C Component number. Component numbers refer to the global coordinate 

system 

D Value of enforced motion for all grids and components designated by G 

and C 

 

TABLED1 

Defines a tabular function for use in generating frequency-dependent and time-

dependent dynamic loads. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TABLED1 TID XAXIS YAXIS FLAT      

 X1 Y1 X2 Y2 X3 Y3 X4 Y4  

 X5 Y5 … … … … … …  
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Where: 

TID Table identification number 

XAXIS Specifies a linear or logarithmic interpolation for the x-axis 

YAXIS Specifies a linear or logarithmic interpolation of the y-axis 

FLAT Specifies the handling method for the y-values outside the specified 

range of x-values in the table 

Xi, Yi Tabular x- and y- value for the i-th entry  

For FLAT=0 (default), TABLED1 uses the algorithm:𝑦 =  𝑦𝑇(𝑥)  

 

TABLED2 

Defines a tabular function for use in generating frequency-dependent and time-

dependent dynamic loads. Also contains parametric data for use with the table. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TABLED2 TID X1  FLAT      

 X1 Y1 X2 Y2 X3 Y3 X4 Y4  

 X5 Y5 … … … … … …  

Where: 

TID Table identification number 

X1 Table Parameter 

FLAT Specifies the handling method for the y-values outside the specified 

range of x-values in the table 

Xi, Yi Tabular x- and y- value for the i-th entry  

For FLAT=0 (default), TABLED2 uses the algorithm: 𝑦 =  𝑦𝑇(𝑥 − 𝑋1)  

 

TABLED3 

Defines a tabular function for use in generating frequency-dependent and time-

dependent dynamic loads. Also contains parametric data for use with the table. 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TABLED3 TID X1 X2 FLAT      

 X1 Y1 X2 Y2 X3 Y3 X4 Y4  

 X5 Y5 … … … … … …  

Where: 

TID Table identification number 

X1, X2 Table Parameter 

FLAT Specifies the handling method for the y-values outside the specified 

range of x-values in the table 

Xi, Yi Tabular x- and y- value for the i-th entry  

For FLAT=0 (default), TABLED3 uses the algorithm: 𝑦 =  𝑦𝑇(
𝑥−𝑋1

𝑋2
) by default 

 

TABLED4 

Defines the coefficients of a power series for use in generating frequency-dependent 

and time-dependent dynamic loads. Also contains parametric data for use with the 

table. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TABLED4 TID X1 X2 X3 X4     

 A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7  

 A8 … … … … … … …  

Where: 

TID Table identification number 

Xi Table parameters, Real numbers where X2≠0.0; X3 < X4 

Ai Coefficients  

TABLED4 uses the algorithm: 𝑦 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=𝑜 (

𝑥−𝑋1

𝑋2
)𝑖 by default.  

TABDMP1  

Defines modal damping as a tabular function of natural frequency. 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TABDMP1 TID TYPE  FLAT      

 F1 G1 F2 G2 F3 G3 F4 G4  

 F5 G5 etc etc etc etc etc etc  

Where: 

TID Table Identification Number 

TYPE Type of damping units 

FLAT Specifies the handling method for y values outside the specified range 

of x-values in the table. 

=0 If an x-value input is outside the range of x-values specified on the 

table, the corresponding y-value look up is performed using linear 

extrapolation from the two start or two end points. 

=1 if an x-value input is outside the range of x-values specified on the 

table, the corresponding y-value is equal to the start or end point, 

respectively 

Fi Natural frequency value in cycle per unit time 

Gi Damping Value. 

Modal damping tables must be selected in the Subcase Information section, using the 

SDAMPING entry. This form of damping is supported in modal transient, modal 

frequency response, and modal complex eigenvalue analyses. 
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10 Why Use Superelements? 
Reduced Cost  

Instead of solving the entire model each time, superelements offer the advantage of 

incremental processing. Computer performance can increase 2 to 30 times faster than 

non-superelements methods. 

 

Reduced risk 

Processing a model without using superelements is an all-or-nothing proposition. If 

an error occurs, the entire model must be processed again until error is corrected. 

When using superelements, each superelement need be processed only once, unless 

a change requires reprocessing the superelement. If an error occurs during 

processing, only the affected superelement and the residual structure (final 

superelement to be processed) need be reprocessed. 
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Large problem capabilities 

A model size is limited only by hardware capabilities. Using superelements we can 

reduce model sizes in terms of DOF, hence, large models can be easily run in 

Workstations. 

 

Partitioned I/O  

Because superelements can be processed individually, separate analysis groups can 

model individual parts of the structure and perform checks and assembly analysis 

without information from other groups. 
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Security 

Many companies work on proprietary or secure projects. These may range from 

keeping a new design from the competition to working on a highly confidential 

defense program. Even when working on secure programs, there is a need to send a 

representation of the model to others so that they may perform a coupled analysis of 

an assembly which incorporates the component. The use of external superelements 

allows users to send reduced boundary matrices that contain no geometric 

information about the actual component-only mass, stiffness, damping and loads as 

seen at the boundary. 

 

There are three methods available in OptiStruct to generate superelements: 
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10.1 Static Condensation Superelement 

Static Condensation (PARAM, EXTOUT or CMSMETH (GUYAN)) reduces the linear 

matrix equation to the interface degrees of freedom of the substructure through 

algebraic substitution. In addition, the load vectors are reduced to the interface 

degrees of freedom. This includes the load vectors from point and pressure loads as 

well as distributed loads due to acceleration (GRAV and RLOAD). 

There are two ways to perform static condensation in OptiStruct. 

• Define ASET and PARAM,EXTOUT. 

• Use CMSMETH Bulk Data Entry (with METHOD field set to GUYAN) 

and CMSMETH Subcase Information Entry. 

Applied loads in the model can be reduced using the USETYPE field on 

the LOADSET continuation line of the CMSMETH Bulk Data Entry. The USETYPE field 

can be set to REDLOAD/RESVEC/BOTH. 

For static condensation, only ASET entries are allowed. 

Note: This method is accurate for the stiffness matrix and approximate for the mass 

matrix. 

10.1.1 Tutorial: Using A Static Condensation Superelement  

This exercise will illustrate how to generate a static condensation superelement from 

an already-existing functional FE model.  The analysis recreates the results from an 

initial inertia relief analysis.  A superelement of the “engine” component will be 

implemented to duplicate the results using the static condensation technique.  Users 

will perform a residual run and compare results.  
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Problem Setup  

You should copy the file: satellite.hm  

Step 1: Open the model satellite.hm in HyperMesh Desktop  

Step 2: Run the model and review the stresses  

  

  

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/satellite.zip
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Step 3: Save the file under a different name and delete entities which will not be 

part of the Superelement  

1. In HyperMesh Desktop, save the model file as engine_dmig.hm.  

2. Delete all components except Engine.  

3. Delete all properties except engine.  

4. Delete all materials except body.  

5. Delete the load collector SPC.  

6. Delete all Cards and Beam Section Collectors from the Model Browser.  
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Step 4: Create a new set of interface degrees of freedom  

1. Create a new Load Collector named ASET.  

2. In the constraints panel on the Analysis page, set the load type to ASET, check 

DOFs 1-6, and constrain the following edge nodes as shown:  
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Step 5: Update the Superelement loadstep and control cards and create the 

Superelement  

1. In the Entity Editor, ensure that the SPC for the Linear Static subcase 

linearstatic is labeled as <Unspecified> as shown below.  
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2. In the Control Cards panel on the Analysis page, set PARAM, EXTOUT to 

DMIGPCH.  
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3. Run the reduced model in OptiStruct to generate the superelement, which 

will be  

 

4. Review the engine_dmig.out file to view the matrix reduction results and note 

the names of the stiffness matrix (KAAX) and load vector information (PAX).  

              

Step 6: Include the Superelement in the original run  

1. Open the original satellite.hm model in HyperMesh Desktop.  

  

labelled  engine_dmig_AX.pch .  
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2. Save this model as satellite_dmig.hm.  

3. Delete the component engine.  

4. Delete the property engine.  

5. Delete the load collector Loads.  

6. In the Control Cards page, set INCLUDE_BULK as engine_dmig_AX.pch.  

7. In the Control Cards page, set K2GG to KAAX.  

8. In the Control Cards page, set P2G to PAX.  

The superelement, its interface points, its stiffness matrix, and its loads have been 

included in the reduced model.  

Step 7: Run the analysis with the Superelement and compare the results in 

HyperView  
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10.2 Dynamic Reduction 

Dynamic Reduction reduces a finite element model of an elastic body to the interface 

degrees of freedom and a set of normal modes. The reduced matrices will be 

generated based on the static modes as well as modes from normal modes analysis. 

The CMSMETH Bulk Data and Subcase Information Entries are used to specify the 

input for Dynamic Reduction. Supported METHOD types for dynamic reduction 

is CBN (Craig-Bampton Nodal method) and GM (General method). With GM, the 

resulting matrices are always diagonal and they are not physically attached to 

interface dofs. Therefore, MPC will be generated in residual run to connect the 

matrices to interface dofs. CBN using CSET also produces the diagonal matrices and 

this is equivalent to GM with CSET. 

GM with CSET or CBN with CSET could be useful in order to understand the 

contribution of CMS modes with PFMODE entry. 

Applied loads in the model can be reduced using the USETYPE field on 

the LOADSET continuation line of the CMSMETH Bulk Data Entry. The USETYPE field 

can be set to REDLOAD/RESVEC/BOTH. Only static loads can be reduced and it is not 

supported for METHOD=GM. 

Note: The CBN and GM methods are the preferred method for dynamic analysis as 

they capture the mass matrix accurately. 

10.3 Component Dynamic Superelement 

Component Dynamic Analysis (CDSMETH) Superelement Generation is efficient for 

models wherein the residual run is repeated several times.  

The superelement generation time may be longer than Component Mode Synthesis 

but the residual run is faster.  

CDSMETH requires METHOD, FREQi and CSET/CSET1/BNDFRE1,BNDFREE in the 

generation run. Only Direct Frequency Response Analysis is supported for the 

Residual run. 
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The CDS superelement should be used when it is anticipated that a large number of 

residual runs will be made on a very large model at the higher end of the frequency 

range of study. 

For example, this approach should be used when studying a variety of inputs on an 

automobile model in the frequency range of 400 to 800 Hz. For the residual analysis 

to run as fast as possible, all components, except very small ones, should be converted 

into CDS superelements. The major limitation of this approach is that it takes longer 

to generate the CDS superelements than with the other superelement creation 

methods. Also, the analysis must be performed at the fixed set of frequencies 

specified when the CDS superelement is formed. The major benefit of the CDS 

superelement is that the residual run will be much faster than with superelements 

created by other methods. 

For an example of the body CDS superelement generation, see the input data for 

a body-in-white below. The special data for this input are the case control 

data: CDSMETH = 1; the FREQ card which restricts the residual analyses to just those 

frequencies; the CDSMETH data (see the CDSMETH card definition); and 

the BNDFREE data which defines the exterior points on the component. 
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CDS superelement is saved in the file: XXX_CDS.h3d 

The interface points (exterior points) are where the component is attached to another 

superelement directly or to the residual structure. These interface points must be 

independent degrees of freedom. If they are the dependent point of an RBE3, they 

must be made independent by transferring the dependencies to one of the 

independent grids referenced by the RBE3 element using UM data on the 

RBE3 definition, or use PARAM,AUTOMSET,YES. In the Bulk Data Entry section on 

the RBE3 element, the UM parameter shows how to redefine the dependency. 

The RBE3 can also be changed to an RBE2, but this could stiffen up the local area as a 

result. 

In order to be formed into a superelement, a component FEA model has to be 

complete. All grids referenced in the superelement must be in the component model 

file. This includes local coordinate systems grids. All properties and material 

referenced in the components must also be included in the component. The 

component model must be able to be run successfully by itself in a modal analysis run. 

The OSET field on the CDSMETH entry can be used to recover responses from the 

interior grids of the CDS superelements. 

Residual Run Using the CD Superelements 

The residual run on the full model must be run with the direct analysis approach. Also, 

the same or a subset of the frequencies specified in the CDS superelement generation 

run must be used in the residual run. 

The reduced matrices from CDSMETH will be used in residual run thru ASSIGN, 

H3DCDS. For CDSMETH, no DMIG selector entry such as K2GG is applicable but all 

the matrices in H3D file are used in residual run. 
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11 Advanced Linear Dynamics 
Now that we have learned about the dynamic capabilities of OptiStruct we can go in 

depth about the advanced conditions that OptiStruct takes into account which affect 

the modal results like: 

• Acoustic Cavities within Parts 

• Linear static Preloads 

• Virtual Fluid Mass 

• Non- Structural Mass 

• Brake squeal 

11.1 Acoustic Analysis  

Acoustic Analysis, is generally performed to model sound propagation within a 

structural cavity, such as the interior of a vehicle or a musical instrument. 

Noise heard within vehicles is made up from a number of separate sources 

• Structure borne noise 

• Radiated noise 

• Wind noise … 

OptiStruct can make accurate predictions of the structure borne noise component like 

the vibration of structure which excites the internal air cavity to produce noise. 

 

Acoustic Modelling 

HyperMesh provides an automatic acoustic cavity meshing method 

• Top menu – mesh – create – acoustic cavity mesh 
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User selects structural components and the fluid cavity is meshed automatically 

Additional options: 

• Select which regions to mesh from multiple cavities 

• Add specific points for noise measurement locations 

• Automatic coupling to seats 

 

Acoustic Modelling Requirements 

• Activate node flag CD=-1  

• Single DOF nodes (noise) 

• Activated automatically by acoustic cavity meshing utility 

• Can be activated manually (card edit) if acoustic cavity is meshed with other 

solid meshing methods 

Couple fluid to structure  

• ACMODL control card 

• Air cavity typically uses a larger mesh than structure 

Assign property to fluid cavity 

• Assign PSOLID with PFLUID option 

Apply MAT10 material to fluid 

• For Air RHO  1.2E-12 tonnes/mm3, C  343000.0 mm/s 

Acoustic Coupling Checks 

When the fluid is coupled to the structure with ACMODL, nodes within a search 

tolerance are coupled 

BULK = C
2
 * RHO 
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OptiStruct produces check files so that the user can visualise which regions are 

coupled 

• Important to ensure that the fluid exterior is correctly coupled to the 

structure 

Import *.interface file into HyperMesh to visualise ACMODL coupling 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

Acoustic Results 

Acoustic Panel Participation plots can be created using PFPANEL control card and 

GRID entity sets 

• Analysis – entity sets – type=GRID 

• Analysis – control cards – PFPANEL 

• Visualise which areas of the structure to target 

The structure grids excite the cavity grids generating an acoustic response at 

occupant’s ear 

• Structure grid participation gives participations from the body structure side 

of the interface 

• Fluid grid participation gives participations from the interior cavity side of the 

interface  

Coupled Elements 

Uncoupled Elements 
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Acoustic Sources 

OptiStruct allows acoustic sources to be applied 

• Defined with ACSRCE 

Can be used to model sound sources (e.g. speakers) 

• Applied excitation of the air cavity 

• Measure vibration responses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.2 Preloads – Linear Static Load Cases 

Linear static load cases can be used as a preload for modal analysis. 

OptiStruct allows all types of loading to be applied: 

• Forces 

• Pressures 

• Moments 

Static load cases can be referenced in the normal modes analysis to apply static 

loading: 
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• Activate STATSUB(PRELOAD) options within normal modes load case 

The pre-stressed analysis includes the effects of preloading as a weakening or a 

stiffening of the structure only.  

• The results from the pre-stressed analysis do not include the preloading 

results 

 

General Information on Prestressed Analysis 

The preloading is defined by a geometric stiffness matrix [KG] which is based on the 

stresses of the preloading static subcase. In prestressed analysis, this geometric 

stiffness matrix is augmented with the original stiffness matrix [K] of the (unloaded) 

structure.  

Prestressed analysis only includes the effects of preloading as a weakening or a 

stiffening of the structure, but the results from the prestressed analysis do not include 

the preloading results.  

For example: In order to get the overall deflection of the structure, the displacements 

from the prestressed analyses have to be carefully superposed with the preloading 

displacements while post-processing. 

Prestressed Analysis Types: 

• Static Analysis 

• Normal Modes Analysis 

• Complex Eigenvalue Analysis 

• Direct Frequency Response Analysis 

• Modal Frequency Response Analysis 

• Direct Transient Response Analysis 

• Modal Transient Response Analysis 

• Component Mode Synthesis (CMSMETH) Subcase 
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11.3 Virtual Fluid Mass 

Virtual fluid mass allows model solutions to account for the mass effect of an 

incompressible fluid that is in contact with the structure 

• Represents the full coupling between acceleration and pressure at the fluid-

structure interface 

• E.g. Use to model the effect on the modes of the water surrounding a boat 

 

To set up virtual fluid mass in HyperMesh: 

• Create a coordinate system with Z axis normal to the fluid free surface (e.g. 

vertical) 

• Create an element set with type SET_ELEM to define the wetted elements 

MFLUID card is needed to set up Virtual Fluid Mass 

Edit Normal Modes loadstep to add MFLUID reference 

To speed up the solution, add control card PARAM,VMOPT,2 

• Approximates the solution 

• Accurate with significant speed up 
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11.4 Non- Structural Mass 

Non-structural mass is used to add additional mass per unit area/length onto 

shell/beam elements 

• Available on PSHELL / PSHEAR / PCOMP shell properties (NSM field)  

as mass per unit area 

• Beam properties (PBEAM/PBEAML/PBAR/PBARL/PROD/ 

PTUBE/CONROD) as mass per unit length 

Non-structural mass can be subcase specific 

• NSM / NSM1 / NSMADD mass distributed on beams and shells 

• NSML / NSML1 as lumped non-structural mass 

Non-structural mass can affect the mode frequencies and the frequency response 

results. It is used to take into account mass of carpets, paint etc. 

 

11.5 OptiStruct Brake Squeal Analysis 

OptiStruct offers Brake Squeal Analysis as a Modal Complex Eigenvalue solution 

• Squeal is a friction induced dynamic instability caused by the coupling of 

neighboring modes. 

• Instability is caused by unsymmetric terms in the friction matrix. 
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• The modal space used to extract the complex eigenvalues is formed by 

considering only the normal forces between the disc and the pad. 

• Eigenvalue analysis on this system will yield information on the system 

stability. The eigenvalues are of the form ω(i - g/2), from which the natural 

frequency and damping can be obtained.  An eigenvalue with a positive real 

part or negative damping indicates instability. 

The Complex Eigen Frequency Extraction method will use the following: 

• The initial stiffness and geometric stiffness effects from a preload condition. 

• The frictional and unsymmetric load stiffness contributions. 

NOTE: Brake Squeal Analysis cannot be performed with cyclic symmetry modeling 

The Brake Squeal solution sequence is a specific case of Modal Complex Eigenvalue 

solution of the form: 

 

  

*Kf is zero for Brake Squeal Analysis 

Three important results are taken from the first subcase -  𝐾𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚
𝑃𝐿 , which accounts for 

the geometric stiffness from the brake pressure loads and two converged gap stiffness 

matrices - the complete gap matrices (𝐾𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝑁𝐿 ) and gap matrices with normal stiffness 

terms only (𝐾𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑦𝑚
𝑁𝐿 ). 

The former is asymmetric since it includes the tangential friction terms, while the 

latter is a symmetric version which will be used to span the modal subspace. 

𝐾𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚
𝑃𝐿  accounts for geometric stiffness from the brake pressure loads. 
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The modal complex eigen solution subcase flags the first case as a brake load using 

the STATSUB(BRAKE) flag 

Let the original mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the system be M, B and K 

respectively. 

The first step in this subcase is to find the modes(Φ) and eigenvalues(Λ) of the system 

with its original mass matrix, but the following stiffness: 

 

General formulation: 

The stiffness matrix which contains information about the total state of the system is: 

 

And the modal projections of the system matrices is given by: 

 

Where, 

Λ  is the eigenvalues of the system with its original mass matrix 

M is the Mass matrix 

B is the Damping matrix 

K is the Stiffness matrix 

Φ are the Modes 
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12 Tips & Tricks 
This section provides quick responses to typical and frequently asked questions 

regarding OptiStruct dynamic analysis. 

 

12.1 Damping in Frequency Response Analysis 

Velocity proportional damping 

• Damping force     𝐹 = 𝑗𝜔𝐶𝑥 = 𝑗2𝜁(𝜔
𝜔0⁄ )𝐾𝑥 

• where 𝜁 is the percentage of the critical damping 

• Usually called viscous damping 

Displacement proportional damping 

• Damping force     𝐹 = 𝑗𝐻𝑥 = 𝑗𝛾𝐾𝑥 

• where 𝛾 is the percentage of the stiffness 

• OptiStruct calls it structural damping 

• Many vibration textbooks call it hysteretic damping 

Viscous damping forces and structural damping forces are not the same:   

𝑗2𝜁(𝜔
𝜔0⁄ )𝐾𝑥 ≠  𝑗𝛾𝐾𝑥  

At resonance only: 𝛾 =  2𝜁 

Some people describe structural damping as GE=2C/Co. 

This is only true at resonance. 
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PARAM,G 

• Structural damping (displacement proportional) 

• Dimensionless, percent of stiffness 

• Applied to the entire structure 

• For example, to represent structural damping that is equal to 3% viscous 

damping at resonance, use 6% structural damping, i.e., 0.06. 

SDAMP/TABDMP1 

• Always viscous damping (velocity proportional) whether G, CRIT or Q is 

specified on TABDMP1 

• Dimensionless, percent of critical damping 

• Applied to the entire structure 

• For example, each of the following produce 3% viscous damping 

G 0.06 

CRIT 0.03 

Q 16.67 

Element Damping – B 

• CDAMP, CVISC, CBUSH 

• Viscous damping (velocity proportional) 

• Units are N sec / mm 

• Applied only to the elements that reference that property. 
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Element Damping – GE 

• MAT1, CELAS, CBUSH 

• Structural damping (displacement proportional) 

• Dimensionless, percent of stiffness 

• Applied only to the elements that reference that material or property. 

• On an element level: [KGE]=GE[K]. 

• For example, to represent structural damping that is equal to 3% viscous 

damping at resonance, use 6% structural damping, i.e., 0.06. 

• Note: There is no way to enter a non-zero KGE with a zero K. 

 

12.2 SPCD and DAREA Cards for Dynamic Analysis 

SPCD – Used for an enforced displacement, velocity or acceleration for dynamic 

analysis. 

For any base motions excitation (ACC / DISP /VEL) you need to constrain the same 

node. 

The enforced displacement /velocity/ Acceleration could be provided from Analysis: 

constraints with Type SPCD as in the snapshot below. 

In the example below there is an enforced displacement along x-axis. 

 

Please make sure there is an SPC pair if SPCD is defined on the same point/node. 

For example: If SPCD defined in x axis as above has an SPC with only dof1 checked as 

in snapshot below. 
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DAREA – Used for force excitation 

Defines scale (area) factors for dynamic loads. In the example below there is a force 

excitation along x-axis. 

 

 

12.3 Real and Imaginary Stress Extraction for FRF 

Analysis 

Firstly, before loading the curve in HyperGraph toggle to complex plot as shown 

below: 

 

In the example below, the plot is created first and it contains phase/magnitude data.   
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By right clicking in the Graphics Area and selecting Switch to Real/Imaginary, the 

real/imaginary curves can be created. You can then switch back by selecting Switch 

to Phase/Magnitude. 

 

Note: If you want to extract the stresses in HyperView using HV complex filter then it 

will not activate for Von Mises stresses. 

Complex results of invariants of a vector (like magnitude of displacement) or a tensor 

(like von-Mises value of stress) is not a complex number. It can only be calculated at 

a specific angle from the response of each components at an angle. 

When a complex result is loaded, HyperView will automatically switch to modal 

animation mode and you have options in the complex filter to choose different 

measures like mag, phase, real, imaginary and mag * cos (wt – phase) 
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12.4 EIGVSAVE and EIGVRETRIEVE Options 

In OptiStruct you can save the natural frequencies resulting from a normal mode 

analysis using EIGENSAVE option. 

The eigen values saved can be used further into mode based dynamic procedures 

like FRF and Transient using Eigen Retrieve option. 

EIGVSAVE 

The EIGVSAVE command can be used in the Subcase Information section to output 

eigenvalue and eigenvector results of a Normal Modes Analysis to an external data 

file (.eigv). 

 

EIGVRETRIEVE 

The EIGVRETRIEVE command can be used in the Subcase Information section to 

retrieve eigenvalue and eigenvector results of a Normal Modes Analysis from an 

external data file (. eigv). 
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12.5 Units to Be Maintained for Random Response 

Analysis 

We define RANDPS & TABRND1 card for Random response analysis. 

TABRND1 – Power Spectral Density Table 

Description  

Defines power spectral density as a tabular function of frequency for use in random 

analysis. Referenced on the RANDPS entry. 

RANDPS – Power Spectral Density Specification 

Description  

Defines load set power spectral density factors for use in random analysis having the 

frequency dependent form Sjk (F) = (X + iY) G(F). 

TABRND1 do not have any unit system, It's the user`s responsibility to maintain 

consistency of Units. 
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The below table should explain how to use the consistent units / conversion in 

Random response analysis: 

 

For example: If PSD input is in G^2 / Hz and the rest of the model units are in mm, you 

should apply 1g loading as 9810 value in FRF step. In this case, the PSD outputs will be 

in (mm/s2)^2 / Hz 

If PSD input is in (mm/s2)^2 / Hz and the model units are in mm, apply a unit 

acceleration value in FRF step. In this case, the PSD outputs will be in (mm/s2)^2/Hz 

 

12.6 Important Parameter Used in Random 

Response Analysis 

The J and K entries in RANDPS card determines whether the PSD is of auto correlation 

or cross correlation function. 

For auto spectral density / Uncoupled PSDF, J = K, and X must be greater than zero 

and Y must be equal to zero and for cross spectral density / Coupled PSDF, the J will 

not be equal to K and in some cases J < K. 

X and Y entries are the components of complex numbers, which means they are the 

real and imaginary parts and usually represents Cross-Spectrum PSD. 

For a complex spectrum analysis, two RANDPS and TABRND1 entries are required. In 

the first RANDPS entry, you may have to set the real (X) component to non-zero and 

the imaginary (Y) component to zero. The TID on this RANDPS should point to table 

TABRND1 with real component of cross-psd input. 
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In the second RANDPS entry, set the real (X) component to zero and imaginary (y) 

component to non-zero with TID pointing to TABRND1 table with imaginary 

component of cross-psd input. 

If you define the Random Input for all the 3 directions using same ID, then it will be 

added together. 

For the RANDPS card make sure you use the same ID 

RANDPS,10,11,11,1.0,0.0,11 

RANDPS,10,12,12,1.0,0.0,12 

RANDPS,10,13,13,1.0,0.0,13 

If you wish to solve them individually, the RANDPS card can have different ID’s 

RANDPS,11,11,11,1.0,0.0,11 

RANDPS,12,12,12,1.0,0.0,12 

RANDPS,13,13,13,1.0,0.0,13 

Call each RANDPS ID’s in the case control command 
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12.7 Residual Vector Generation 

Modal frequency response analysis (FRA) and transient response analysis accuracy 

can be significantly improved by adding the displacement vectors of a static analysis 

based on the dynamic loading, referred to as “residual vectors” 

• Residual vectors are calculated automatically by default in OptiStruct 

• Can also be controlled manually with RESVEC 

The following image illustrates the effect that the use of the residual vectors has on 

the result accuracy of the modal frequency response analysis (FRA) compared to the 

accurate direct method. 
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13 Experimental Validation & 

Data Acquisition 

This Chapter includes material from the book “Practical Finite Element Analysis”. 

 

CAE engineer requires support from Test department for following activities 

1. Data acquisition for Input (boundary conditions)  

2. Validation of CAE results  

3. Field / Laboratory failure reports 

 

13.1 How to Collect Force Vs. Time Data (Dynamic 

Test) 

For FEA based dynamic and fatigue analysis one of the main input data is force Vs. 

time. There are several ways to measure it. Input force vs. time history for vehicle 

(spindle / wheel force), or components such as cabin, chassis etc. can be measured 

using standard wheel force transducers such as load cells. Alternative is putting a 

strain gauge on the component and calibrating it against known load. Using standard 

transducers is easy and gives quick results but very costly while using strain gauge is 

economical but time consuming and requires proper calibration as well as technical 

skill. 

In case if wheel force transducers is not available then strain gauges in combination 

with LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer) and accelerometer could be 

used. 

➢ Many a times we hear phrases like 8 channels or 64 channels for 

measurements. What is a channel.  
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Channel concept is similar to TV channels. Data transmission of various TV programs 

(sports, news, music, movies, religion etc.) takes place independently via different 

channels and we can select or change the channel using a remote control. In 

experimental measurement say data is to be acquired simultaneously at several 

points, either of same nature or different one (like strain, acceleration, force etc.). It 

could be achieved via data collection facility known as channel. 

 

13.2 How to Measure Acceleration 

Accelerometer measures acceleration, vibrations and shocks. It is one of the most 

useful transducers which can be located anywhere on the vehicle. It can measure 

acceleration along 1, 2 or 3 axes. Acceleration is of two types translational and angular 

& both could be measured. Acceleration vs time / frequency data is commonly used 

for dynamic analysis. 

 

Usually data is collected from road or torture track and is applied on 4 wheels during 

lab test or otherwise FEA dynamic / fatigue analysis.  

Several types of accelerometers are available in the market like: mass-spring, thermal, 

mass motion, LVDT, piezoelectric, servo, strain gauge, laser, optical etc. 

Applications: Measurement of road excitation at vehicle wheels, or mounting point of 

any component, to measure acceleration, in personal computers, laptops, air bag, 

mobiles, camcorders, digital cameras etc.  

At how many points acceleration data should be measured for full vehicle analysis. 
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Theoretically as many points as possible. Common practice is to measure it at 8 points 

(vertical axis data) i.e. 8 accelerometers (4 points on axle and 4 on Chassis). 

➢ Suppose data is available from previously carried out data acquisition at 

chassis and axle points. Analysis is to be carried out for specific components 

mounted on chassis, say cabin or load tray etc., could the data be interpolated 

/ extrapolated from the available test or will it have to be measured again via 

a separate test? 

With the help of transfer functions it is possible to make calculations (using basic 

theory i.e. force is transferred from one point to another via a force and moment etc.). 

This could be achieved either by using facilities available in some of the experimental 

data acquisition systems or otherwise via CAE MBD software like MotionSolve. 

➢ Acceleration, velocity and displacement are inter convertible. Which one 

should be preferred for measurement, what are the pros and cons? 

Theoretically displacement vs. time or frequency is preferable. Because in order to get 

displacement from velocity or acceleration, integration is required and the constant 

for integration leads to inaccuracy.  

But in practice acceleration is most commonly measured. This is because 

measurement of displacement is costly, complicated and time consuming in 

comparison to acceleration. For high frequency range data acquisition, acceleration 

should be preferred over displacement. 

 

13.3 How to Measure Natural Frequency 

Experimental Modal Analysis  

Experimental modal analysis is an analysis based on experimental data to analyze the 

natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping and quantifying the effect of these on 

system response. Measurement of frequency response functions and analysis of it in 
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various ways produces results that can give mode shapes, modal masses, modal 

damping etc 

13.3.1 Measurement of Modes and Mode Shapes 

In all the measurement methods, modes are efficiently excited and the response is 

measured at several points on the structure. The time histories so obtained are then 

Fourier transformed to obtain frequency domain representation. Since the phase 

relation is also involved both cross and auto-spectrums are obtained. These are used 

to estimate frequency response functions, which are basically ratios of forcing 

function and corresponding response. When measurements are performed there will 

be some influence from measurement errors and measurement noise. The 

measurement noise can be very different at resonances and antiresonances. From 

measurement point of view frequency response functions are defined in such a way 

that they either minimize noise at resonances or anti-resonances or sometimes 

combined. When the measurement noise is minimized at anti-resonances we get so 

called H1 frequency response function, which is defined as 

 

The numerator above is a cross-spectrum and the denominator is an auto-spectrum. 

For estimating frequency response, one needs knowledge of Fourier transformed 

response and the forcing function. 

13.3.2 Measurements 

Vibration testing is well researched and well established in measuring various 

vibration parameters. There are several texts that address vibration testing. It is 

beneficial to finite element analysts to know certain aspects of testing so that they 

can have confidence in measured data; so that the validation process is robust and 

reliable. Some aspects of vibration measurements are reviewed here in order to 

achieve this. 
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 The measurement hardware consists of four components: a) the mounting system, 

b) excitation mechanism, c) measurement transducers for force and response and d) 

data acquisition system. Also, there is a requirement of analysis tools in the form of 

specialized software. 

 The mounting system varies for different structures. Generally, structures that are 

huge and heavy are tested in-situ condition. For structures that are relatively smaller 

a free-free condition is preferred. However, practical free-free condition would be 

hanging structures with flexible springs. The spring stiffness and overall inertial effect 

of the structure will result in rigid body modes. These modes can contaminate 

measured responses if the rigid body modes are very close to flexible modes of the 

structures. In practice if rigid body modes are one order less, the effect on frequency 

response can be negligible. Achieving other boundary conditions like fixed edges is 

very difficult and not repeatable. 

13.3.3 Excitation Mechanisms 

a) Shaker excitation: 

The structure is excited either by a shaker or an impact hammer. The shakers can be 

either electromagnetically driven or electro-hydraulically driven. For low frequency 

heavy structure excitation electrohydraulic shakers are used. For most general 

purposes electromagnetic shakers are used. The shakers can be driven inputs such as 

sinusoidal, sweep sine, random, pseudorandom, chirp etc. The force transmitted into 

the structure is dependent on the impedance of the connection. If the structure has 

high impedance at contact and the connection between structure and the shaker is 

stiff, large amplitude forces transmit to structure. The type of connection used is very 

important for several reasons. If the shaker is directly connected, through force 

transducer, the structural dynamics might change. It can have a stiffening effect. The 

force transducer and accelerometers will also have some finite mass load effect. 

These masses can alter the frequency response to some extent, which depends on 

how flexible the structure is that is being measured. If it is very flexible, the mass 

loading can affect higher frequencies. One can judge this by plotting measured 

impedance and the impedance of the mass of transducer on structure side. There are 
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other issues such as consistency of results; if the accelerometers are moved from one 

point to another, the mass loading will change. Hence the mass loading is not 

consistent either. These all can have significant change in modal behaviour of 

lightweight structures. One way to reduce this effect is to achieve consistency by 

placing dummy masses for accelerometers. Another thing to note is the force 

transducer measures force in one direction. If connection is stiff and the shaker is not 

connected exactly normal to the structure, forces can be transmitted in other 

directions but not measured by the force transducer. This means larger response for 

the measured force, indicating that the structure being more flexible than it is. To 

overcome this, generally, stingers are used to connect shaker and the structure. A 

stinger is a rod which is stiff axially but flexible in bending so that forces are 

predominantly transmitted in axial direction. 

The frequency resolution depends on the damping in the structure. For lightly 

damped structures the time for the response level to come down to very low  

level is longer. If one is using a random signal to drive the shaker, there will be a 

contribution from transient part of response. If these transients do not die out within 

the measured period there can be significant leakage into the neighbouring block of 

measured data. To avoid this one can increase the time period or say the sample size. 

This results in finer resolution and longer time for measurements. Generally, the burst 

random and sine chirp signals are better drivers of shakers. They are inherently 

leakage free in most of the testing conditions. 

 

b) Hammer excitation:  

The impact hammer is a much simpler instrument. It has a force transducer built into 

it. When hit by a hammer the structure gets an impact input. The tip of the hammer 

decides the contact duration of the hit. If the tip is very hard, typically made of steel, 

then the contact duration is small, indicating short duration impulse force in time 

domain. Short duration is time domain and wider frequency bandwidth in frequency 

domain i.e. higher frequencies can be excited. However, the force input at each 

frequency can be very small in this case. If softer tip, like aluminium, is used the 

contact duration is larger and hence the reduced frequency bandwidth. But the lower 
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frequencies are excited well by larger force components. The decision on which tip to 

use is dependent on the structure tested and the frequency range of interest. In 

hammer testing there are no connections involved, therefore no additional mass on 

the structure being tested. However, it is very easy for the structure to behave non-

linearly depending on the impact magnitude. There are also practical difficulties like 

requirement of always impacting normal to the structure, which is rarely achieved. 

Overall, this can result in a biased estimate of the frequency response function, 

specifically at resonances. The impact also cannot be at the same place all the time. 

Since we are looking at time average over number of impacts there will be some error 

due to this effect. This can be a major issue at higher frequencies where wavelengths 

are much smaller. 

The response of the structure to impact reduces exponentially as expected. For lightly 

damped structures, the time for response to come down to zero can be very long; can 

be longer than the sample interval or period. This means, there will be leakage effect 

and some frequency components may appear or modify amplitudes at some 

frequencies. Ideally, one can increase the time of sampling so as to allow response 

reaching very low value. Alternatively, in many practical cases exponential windows 

are used which force the response to zero at the end of sample interval. 

13.4.5 Transducers 

The transducers, force gauges and accelerometers, are commonly based on electrical 

charge generated by strained piezoelectric material. By appropriate signal 

conditioning the corresponding voltage is obtained. Now a days, most of the 

transducers have inbuilt conditioners. The accelerometer basically consists of a mass 

sitting on a piezoelectric material acting as stiffness; in combination they have 

resonance frequency. Structural vibration response produces inertial forces in 

piezoelectric material, which is proportional to acceleration for frequencies below 

transducer resonance. The inertial force can be very small at lower frequencies. The 

increase in mass, however, can increase this force and improve the sensitivity, 

however, the frequency range of the transducer reduces. Therefore, for very low 

frequency measurements larger accelerometers can be used. For response 
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measurements, where response at large number of points is required a laser scanning 

vibrometer can be used. These also have an advantage of being non-contact type so 

that they do not mass load the structures. 

13.3.5 Measurement of Damping 

The estimation of stiffness or mass matrices are very simple as seen in FE modelling, 

but the damping matrix estimation is very difficult. It is to be noted that, it can be 

estimated for structures where damping mechanisms are very well defined. Generally 

damping has to be measured. It is difficult, however, to estimate damping distribution 

over space. The modal damping terms can be estimated very well for lightly damped 

structures where resonances are well defined. In this case one can use half-power 

bandwidth approach or single degree of freedom circle fit approach. 
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14 Additional Industry Examples 

for Dynamic Analysis 

These examples were developed in order to gain confidence by working on real life 

examples. Of course, loads and boundary conditions chosen in these examples are 

based on the assumption that one could get more accurate results while considering 

actual material property and boundary conditions. We try to cover most commonly 

used applications in these examples. This model can also be used for further design 

optimization. 

 

14.1 Example 1- Normal Modes Analysis of a 

Steering Wheel Components. 

     

Summary  

Altair OptiStruct was used to run a normal modes analysis on a steering wheel 

component. Steering wheel frame, airbag rest plate were modelled using shell 

elements & the steering column bracket was modelled using solid elements. All three 

parts were connected using rbe2 elements. 
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Model  

FE modelling of a steering wheel component was generated with Altair HyperMesh. 

The model contained 4985 nodes and 3875 elements. A modal analysis was conducted 

using OptiStruct to find the first ten natural frequencies. Material used for analysis is 

steel.  

Download Model 

Material  Youngs Modulus(MPA) Poissons ratio Density (tonnes/mm3) 

Steel 2.1e05 0.3 7.89e-9 

 

Modal Analysis Results 

The frequency (Hz) results can be found in the table below. 

S. No Natural Frequency (Hz) S. No Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1st Mode 116 6th Mode 406 

2ndMode 173 7th Mode 504 

3rdMode 237 8th Mode 553 

4thMode 308 9th Mode 730 

5thMode 329 10thMode 736 

 

Modal Analysis output with different mode shape 

 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/1_Taurus-Steering-wheel-Modal-analysis.zip
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14.2 Example 2- Modal Frequency Response 

Analysis of An Automotive Chassis. 

 

Summary  

Altair OptiStruct was used to run a modal frequency response analysis of an 

automotive chassis. Chassis rail and internal panel were meshed using shell elements. 

All parts were connected using rbe2 elements. 

Model  

FE modelling of a chassis component was generated with Altair HyperMesh. The 

model contained 31366 nodes and 30250 elements. Chassis is subjected to vertical 

acceleration of a 3G load. Modal frequency response analysis was performed in order 

to get peak displacement. Material used for analysis is steel. 

Download Model 

 

Material  Youngs Modulus(MPA) Poissons ratio Density (tonnes/mm3) 

Steel 2.1e05 0.3 7.89e-9 

 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/2_Chassis-modal-frf-with-3g-accel.zip
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Model with loads and boundary condition. 

 

Modal Analysis was performed prior to frequency response analysis. 

The frequency (Hz) results can be found in the table below. 

S. No Natural Frequency (Hz) S. No Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1st Mode 27 6th Mode 84 

2ndMode 38 7th Mode 84 

3rdMode 41 8th Mode 87 

4thMode 47 9th Mode 118 

5thMode 60 10thMode 132 

 

Peak displacement of 3.5mm observed on node 7575 at 46Hz using HyperGraph   
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14.3 Example 3- Modal Frequency Response 

Analysis of a Seat Frame Assembly. 

 

Summary  

Altair OptiStruct was used to run a modal frequency response analysis of a seat frame 

assembly. Back frame/base frame was meshed using solid elements and side frame 

was meshed using shell elements. All parts were connected using rbe2 elements. 

Model  

FE modelling of a seat frame assembly was generated with Altair HyperMesh. The 

model contained 24931 nodes and 14396 elements. Seat side frame is subjected to 

vertical acceleration of 3G load and external force of 750 N acting on seat base frame. 

Modal frequency response analysis was performed in order to get peak displacement. 

Material used for analysis is steel. Download Model 

Material  Youngs Modulus(MPA) Poissons ratio Density (tonnes/mm3) 

Steel 2.1e05 0.3 7.89e-9 

Model with loads and boundary condition. 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/3_Seat-frame-with-accel-and-ext-force.zip
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Modal Analysis was performed prior to frequency response analysis. 

The frequency (Hz) results can be found in the table below. 

S. No Natural Frequency (Hz) S. No Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1st Mode 21 6th Mode 129 

2ndMode 52 7th Mode 138 

3rdMode 61 8th Mode 166 

4thMode 68 9th Mode 186 

5thMode 80 10thMode 213 

 

 

Peak displacement of 15.99 along x axis mm observed on node 6410 at 21Hz using 

HyperGraph 2D. 

Note: One can also use FREQ4 card instead of FREQ1 for this case. 
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14.4 Example 4- Direct Transient Response 

Analysis of a Formula Student Monocoque. 

 

Summary  

Altair OptiStruct was used to run a direct transient response analysis of a monocoque. 

Monocoque and inserts were meshed with shell element whereas bracket and front 

suspension were modelled with 1d elements. Front suspension top bottom and 

bracket top bottom were connected using rbe2 elements. 

Model  

FE modelling of a formula student monocoque component was generated with Altair 

HyperMesh. The model contained 24748 nodes and 24640 elements. Monocoque is 

subjected to time dependent dynamic load in the form of sine sweep. Direct transient 

response analysis was performed in order to get peak displacement and stress. 

Material used for analysis is steel. Download Model 

Material  Youngs Modulus(MPA) Poissons ratio Density (tonnes/mm3) 

Steel 2.1e05 0.3 7.89e-9 

Model with loads and boundary condition. 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/4_Monocoque-with-full-sine.zip
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Time dependent dynamic load 

 

Displacement plot in HyperView and Time Vs Displacement curve for node 22050 

in HyperGraph 
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14.5 Example 5- Direct Transient Response 

Analysis of a Bracket. 

 

Summary  

Altair OptiStruct was used to run a direct transient response analysis of a bracket. 

Bracket is modelled with solid tetrahedral elements.  

Model  

FE modelling of a bracket was generated with Altair HyperMesh. The model contained 

8547 nodes and 4182 elements. Bracket is subjected to vertical load in the form of 

sine sweep with phase shift. Direct transient response analysis was performed in 

order to get peak displacement and stress. Material used for analysis is steel. 

Download Model 

 

Material  Youngs Modulus(MPA) Poissons ratio Density (tonnes/mm3) 

Steel 2.1e05 0.3 7.89e-9 

 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/5_Bracket-Dtrans-with-tload2.zip
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Model with loads and boundary condition. 

Tload2 card with Frequency, Time and phase shift entry 

 

Time dependent dynamic load 

 

Displacement plot in HyperView and Time Vs Displacement curve for node 1102 in 

HyperGraph 
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14.6 Example 6- Random Response Analysis of a 

Bike Fender. 

 

Summary  

Altair OptiStruct was used to run a random response analysis of a bike fender. Bike 

Fender frame was meshed with shell elements. All mounting locations were modelled 

using rbe2 elements. 

Model  

FE modelling of a fender was generated with Altair HyperMesh. The model contained 

4861 nodes and 9382 elements. Bike fender is subjected to 1g load in X, Y and Z 

direction. Random response analysis was performed in order to get peak PSD 

displacement. Material used for analysis is generic ABS. 

Download Model 

 

Material  Youngs Modulus(MPA) Poissons ratio Density (tonnes/mm3) 

Generic ABS 2.650E+03 0.4 1.038E-09 

 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/6_Fender-PSD-XYZ.zip
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Model with loads and boundary condition. 

Modal Analysis was performed prior to frequency response analysis. 

The frequency (Hz) results can be found in the table below. 

S. No Natural Frequency (Hz) S. No Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1st Mode 108 6th Mode 369 

2ndMode 114 7th Mode 581 

3rdMode 134 8th Mode 664 

4thMode 273 9th Mode 745 

5thMode 348 10thMode 757 

 

 

Peak PSD displacement of 0.01mm observed on node 3327 at 117 Hz using 

HyperGraph 2D. 


